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MAKING A SPLASH: Tricia Taylor and her grandmother Patsy Miller, Ryan Miller and his mother Sherri and Lynley Sullivan and her

mother Keisha team up during Red Cross swim classes Monday morning at the Murray-Calloway County Pool.

Attendance woes plague parks board
were Bobby Stubblefield, Steve
Lax, Dick Ford, Freddy Allgood,
Ross Malone, Jim Bauer and
Cliff Finney.
Sanders asked chairman Williams if the board needed to send
a letter to the absent members.
"We should send one to everybody asking them if they want to
serve on this board?" Sanders
said, "We should send one to the
Mayor Bill Cherry and Judge J.D.
Williams too."
Parks Director Gary Hohman
said as of Monday morning seven
members had confirmed their
intentions of attending but only

uscage.
five showed up to the meeting.
The attending board members
•A $300 increase to buy a
discussed the items on the agenphone for Hohman.
mobile
da, including an amendment to
"This is so people can get in
the upcoming budget.
touch with me when I'm out of
Hohman presented the amendthe office." Hohman said.
ment proposal which includes:
increase of 51343 for the
•A decrease of more than
purchase of another dumpstcr for
$5,000 in salaries and wages. the park. Hohman said the two
Hohman said that the decrease
dumpsters that are being used
was because he is asking for only
now are not enough.
one full-time employee instead of
Board member Danny Hudstwo as passed in the original
peth asked Hohman about the
budget.
increase in the insurance estimate
•A Increase of S3,000 in conand Hohman said it was for the
cession disbursements.
•A $500 increase in electric • See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Stan writer
Anyone comparing the 1995-96
budget request for Land Between
the Lakes with those made in pre•
vious years may think officials
have requested an additional S3
million.
The line-item budget request
presented to Congress looked a
little different to legislators this
year because all funding for LBL.
sills listed under one category
rather than being split among
two.
LBL is a 170.000-acre recreational and environmental oducauon area extending into Kentucky
and Tennessee
In the past. the line item
budget for TVA has included
appropnation requests in the following categories- stewardship.
water and land, LBL, economic
development and ERC (environmental research center).
"Over the past several years.
the line item for LBL only
included operating expenses,"
said Ann Wright. LBL general
manager. "Our maintenance and
resource management costs were
contained in the stewardship line
item."
However. Wright said that in
order to make it less confusing.
all expenses for LBL were rolled
together and included in the 1111.
line item, making it seem as if
officials were seeking a significant increase in funding.
Operations includes all activities related to daily facility and
program operations including
staffing for visitor reception.
facility registration, fee collections, program delivery, food services, housekeeping and visitor
activities; marketing; promotion;
utilities; and related administrative costs.
Stewardship includes all activi-

But many of the questions of
duplication came about through
situations created by political
motives, Swain said. He cited a
controversy over whether Paducah Community College should
get an engineering program.

"We have a
good shot at saving a part of the
appropriations."
U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell
ties related to faciliq maintc
mince and improvements and
resource management including
daily facility cleaning and refurts
ishment; cyclic and preventive
maintenance; facility remodeling.
environmental compliance for
natural and cultural resources-.
water systems; waste water treatment, timber and wildlife management and related administrative costs
For fiscal year 1996, which
will begin Oct. I. LBL officials
have requested $6 17 million in
appropriations That figure
reflects a decrease from the $7 15
million fiscal year 1995 budget
and the 59.959 million fiscal year
1994 budget.
"We are waiting to see what
comes out of the House." Wnght
said "We aren't going to specv•
•SisPsgi2

years.
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CAPE CANAVERAL. Ha.
(AP) -- Cheered by an improved
weather forecast, NASA fueled
space shook Atlantis today for a
mission to dock with the Russian
apace statiall Mir.
It was NASA's third attempt in
five days to send Atlantis to the
orbiting tuition and tiring back an
Amencan astronaut and two Russian cosmonauts
NASA had only 10 Mettles,
beginning at 332 p m., to launch
Atlantis on the first U.S. and
Russian docking mission in 20

that the universities still compete
on some levels but must continue
to look for ways to cut unnecessary duplication.

"From an educator's point of
view, it's rather clear we don't
need another engineering school
in this state," he said. "But we
have a strong political initiative
coining from Paducah that's
going to be hard to deny.
"I suspect that promises are
being made in the campaign. I
suspect that promises were made
in the last special session of the
legislature."

June

Weather
improves
for launch

U of L's Swain:
CHE shrouded
in political web
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
University of Louisville President
Donald Swain said he expects
lawmakers to look at the Council
on Higher Education's role, but
dismissed the idea of a central
board to run all eight state
universities.
The council has drawn criticism for not exerting enough leadership. But Swain, who officially
president on
will retire as
Friday, said the concept of a central board would be "quite a
disaster."
"If the General Assembly
wants the Council on Higher
Education to be strong, they have
to let it be strong." Swain told
the Lexington Herald-Leader. "I
think right now you end up with
a kit of good people who are
unwilling to save because they
see it as fruitless."
In a wide-ranging interview
this month, Swain acknowledged

151

LBL funding
hangs in
House balance
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A lack of a quorum did not
hinder the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board from conducting business Monday.
The board's regular meeting,
scheduled for the third Monday
of each month, had already been
postponed by a week because a
qourum.
The board members in attendance Monday were Tommy Sanders, Bill Bailey, Danny Hudspeth, Rob Williams and Jimmy
Nix.
The members not in attendance

VOLUME 1 1 6 NO

For the first time in days, the
sky was clear this morning as
NASA began pumping more than
a half-million gallons of fuel into
Atlantis. By the time the tank
was filled three hours laser, fog
shrouded the launch pad, but the
fog wasn't expected to last,
The main concern was possible
thunderstorms; Atlantis was
drenched in Friday's and Saturday's lame attempts.
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there are say provisions that
would keep that hese happesumg
U S Sea Mitch McConnell
acknowledged in a conference
call last Mail that the sums of
UM. fanding is still "op in the
au.'
"We have a good shot at say
ing a pan of the appropnauons."
McConnell said "1 hope LBL is
pan of that "
Wnght said concerns about the
budget have increased since the
congressional mandate to reduce
the cost of government.
-We are looking for ways to be
self supporting." Wright said.
"These rectucuons not only affect
LBL, but all federal agencies."
Funding for LBL must be
handled through TVA's Resource
Group, which operates the appropriated side of TVA The appropriated funds cannot be mixed
with the funds obtained from
TVA power operations
In order to become more self
sufficient, LBL officials have initiated an 18-month public use

FROM PAGE 1
satellite truck the park just
received from the city.
-This has helped us out and
we're thankful to the city for the
truck," Hohman said, "Also the
premium went up by 15 percent."
While waiting to see if any
other board members would show
up. Hohman gave his monthly
director's report.
Hohman talked about Freedom
Fest activities that will be held in
the park, the addition of a concrete pad for the concession
stand, the satellite truck and a
request for use of the park for a
political rally.
"I've never had a request like
this," Hohman said, "I don't
know if the board wants to set a
precedent by allowing this rally."
Board member Bill Bailey said
rallies are allowed in state parks
and if the park allows one rally,

the 1990 Kentucky
Reform Act had put higher edu-

cation on the back burner. He
reiterated his overall support for

200 N 12th St • Murray, KY

VVOMENS APPAREL

406 S. 12th Murray • 753-7435

Due to the 4th of July holiday,
customers of the City of Murray
Sanitation Department that have
their refuse picked up on Tuesday
should set their refuse out on Wednesday. All other customers should
set their refuse out on their regularly
scheduled day even though route
may run one day late in some areas.
This altered schedule will be in
effect during the week of July 3
through July 7.
The Sanitation Department appreciates your help in this matter.
Should you have any questions,
please contact the sanitation department at 762-0380.
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All
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Starting Tuesday, June 27th
Closed July 4th

*own process. Through Mart views with various 1114C1C41
groups, new ways of operant)s
will be identified that will allow
LBL to recover Ks costs
After a round of budget cuu
Last fall and a mandate Irons Ten
nessoc Valley Authanty urging
LBL to become more self suffi
tient, LBL officials implemented
30-percent reductions in both its
operating expenses and its
workforce.
LBL began iu 1994-95 season
minus three of its veteran
— North and South Welcome
Stations and Youth Station
Since then, the Land Between
the Lakes Association has
reopened the welcome centers.
Currently. LBL is seeking an
organization to lease Youth Station, a resident outdoor env iron mental education center.
"The association has been
doing more and more to try and
help LBL through the budget
situation," said Dr. Robert Hughes, LBLA president. "The associ-

aucei's role is to help LBL be
able to do more things for less
dollars "
Much of the assistance provided by the associanon Is made
an the form of volunteers
-Our biggest concern is that in
reaching the goal of being SO percent self sufficient by 2001, it is
critical that the level of federal
funding be maintained.- Hughes
said. "We are working to help
increase funds LBL is striving to
be self-sufficient and as it socks
to do that, it needs the help and
support of the government and
the public"
Hughes said it is vital for consuttienu to contact their representatives and express their views
about LBL.
"This whole budget process
could last until October and
November and the time for public
input is now," he said. -This is a
big thing for Kentucky because
of LBL's sheer size and its draw
for tourism."
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Swain also said the passage of
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waled from LBL's 1996 budget
request
Accords., to Michael Klemm.
press secretary for U S Rep Ed
Whitfield. a full vole of the
House is expected Thursday or
TVA
the
on
Friday
appropriations
Whitfield said in a telephone
interview last week that additional LBL funding could ,onic from
the Stewardship fund
He plans to ask the appropriations committee chairman when
the bill re& hts the House floor if
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it will have to allow equal time to
opposing parties.
"I don't see a problem. It is a
public park," Williams said.
Board member Jimmy Nix
asked Hohman if the park would
charge the party a fee and Hohman said the park would charge
the same as anybody else to
reserve space in the park. Those
fees are $10 for half a day and
S20 for a full day.
Hohman said he did not know
the name of the political party
making the request.
-The board seemed to OK it so
1 will find out their specifications
and tell the woman who called
that it's alright." Hohman said in
a Ledger interview after the
meeting.
The members in auendance,
cast their votes on the budget
amendment, the bills presented to

the reform, but also called for
legislators to look more closely at
how to make colleges part of
KERA.
"I think in the last four years,
especially since KERA was
passed, that higher education has
been relatively neglected,"
Swain said. "That's a colossal
mistake in public policy. (Education) ought to be recognized as
starting in kindergarten and going
through graduate school."
Swain, who came to UofL in
1981, said he believes the public
supports higher education, noting
surveys of alumni and parents.
But he acknowledged that most
governors entered office as skeptics of higher education.
"It seemed like every four
years, the governor had to
demonstrate toughness on higher
education, launch another study
and demonstrate skepticism about
why all this money is needed,"
he said. "But the pattern usually
was that after the skepticism,
they would begin to understand."
Swain also predicted that higher education, which is on record
with plans to ask for a 7 percent
budget increase, might get more
money next year. More legislators support the colleges than
before, and individual schools
don't compete as much as they
used to, Swain said.
"Higher education has its act
together beUer in dealing with the
General Assembly," he said.
"That was preuy chaotic when I
first got here."

them by parks employee Mike
Sykes and the minutes of the previous meeting.
Hohman told the Ledger Monday that the board's bylaws say
they can cast individual votes and
then mail the amendments and
bills to the absent board members
who will be called to receive
their votes.
The lack of a quorum is not a
new problem for the board and
discussion was held about
amending the board's bylaws to a
smaller quorum number.
"It's become a problem," Williams said. "Especially since we
have bills that are past due. We
need to pass this budget and pay
them."
"The actions of the board last
night were highly irregular," said
City Attorney Don Overby, in a
Ledger interview Tuesday.

Looking back on his tenure as
Uoft president, Swain said he
was most pleased that the university had strengthened its planning
process because it ultimately
improved the way it spent its
money.
Gary Cox, the executive director of the Council on Higher Education, also said he thinks Swain
will be remembered for introducing that process.
"LW'. has protected the
resources in the areas they designated as priorities," Cox said.
"They didn't just cut budgets
across the board, and they were
probably one of the earliest
schools to do that."
Swain and his wife, Lavinia,
plan to remain in Louisville.
Swain said he doesn't know yet :
what he'll do after returning from
a trip to Paris and a visit to California to see his children and
grandchildren.
Swain said he had enjoyed his
job until the end.
"It feels good to ease back and
smell the roses," he said. "There
are some hassles I won't miss,
but I can't remember a day in 14
years where I had a dull day."

Helping Right Here in
Our Community.

41)

New Commerce Centre Hours
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
8:30-11:00 a.m. Saturday

•

The Commerce Centre is the home of:
* Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
* Economic Development Corporation
* Murray Tourism Commission
Please call us at 753-5171 or 759-2199 with any
event you are hosting that you would like to
have listed in our bi-monthly calendar of events!
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Can't they just
all get along?
By

JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — A puzzled caller to a talk show this
month had an interesting question: "Why aren't the Democrats
sticking with the president on the budget and then working it out
with him later?"
Republicans appear poised for yet another display of spectacular
party discipline. They smoothed over sharp differences about the
size and timing of tax cuts and are rallying behind a budget compromise likely to pass Congress this week.
By contrast, President Clinton's declaration of fiscal independence continues to reverberate on Capitol Hill, underscoring tensions between Democratic liberals and moderates as well as the
divergent political goals of a chief executive and a congressional
minority.
The latest Republican budget, with its dramatic changes in the
scope of Medicare and Medicaid as well as taxes, unifies Democrats at least temporarily against a large target.
But the deeper mood was summed up by a Freudian slip from
Rep. David Bonior, the No. 2 Democrat in the House. He said Clinton proposed his own version of a balanced budget in order to
"talk about some of the issues that contrasted the position of our
party with his."
Some House Democrats do sound unsure about whether they still
share a party with their president. "He feels more comfortable with
Republicans than those that supported him and got him elected,"
said Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., in partial answer to the CNN
talk-show caller's question.
Rangel and others were infuriated that they were not consulted in
advance about Clinton's proposal to cut middle-class taxes, trim
Medicare and erase the deficit in 10 years.
"When you're hunkered down in the trenches, you've got to
have good communication. And the communication's been pretty
bad," said Rep. Bob Wise, D-W.Va. He had excoriated the GOP's
proposal to extract billions in Medicare savings in a speech just
hours before Clinton floated his own cuts.
Yet the suspicion and non-communication goes both ways. Several lawmakers recalled House Minority Leader Dick Gephardt's
sudden announcement of a middle-class tax-cut proposal just before
Clinton was scheduled to announce his own plan.
"We've done terrible things to him, too," says Rep. Gerry
Studds, D-Mass. "We're going to be a minority indefinitely if we
don't get some discipline and act like a team."
Clinton's chief defenders these days are centrist "New Democrats" who strongly recommended to him a little over a month ago
that he offer an alternative to the emerging GOP spending plan.
"He's not the president of the Senate. He's not the president of
the House. He's the president of the United States. He has to appeal to a larger group than Congress," said one of them, Sen. John
Breaux, D-La.
Clinton's logic, according to a White House official who spoke
on condition of anonymity, is that "he got elected to lead the country and get stuff done. People don't want to hear bickering and
whining, they want to see some performance."
Breaux and others affiliated with the centrist Democratic Leadership Council contend Clinton can only win re-election by moving
beyond advocacy of traditional Democratic programs and interest
groups. The inevitable result, they say, is conflict with liberal
House members.
"His job is to lead the country. Theirs is to protect programs and
try to appeal ,to usually homogeneous constituencies to get reelected," said DLC president Al From. "A congressman can say
'Look, those mean guys tried to cut your Medicare and I stopped
it.' The president as a national leader has got to be part of the solution to try to fix it. Because he'll get blamed if it goes bankrupt."
Some House members are grudgingly acknowledging that Clinton was entitled to put down a marker and make his case to the
public. One even ignored a talk-show host's advice to provoke the
audience by attacking Clinton's proposal to slow the growth of
Medicare.
Most of the white-hot rage was cooling down to the usual freefloating mistrust last week when Clinton hosted a White House
picnic for members of Congress.
According to guests, the event was crowded and there was a
90-minute wait to shake hands with the president. Some people
who had criticized Clinton in the morning were seeking his autograph in the evening. Among the party-goers was Rep. David
Obey. D-Wis., who had issued a particularly harsh statement on the
new Clinton budget.
"Everybody I asked was going. I found that amazing." recalled
Rep. Kweisi Mfume, D-Md. But he stayed home. Why? "I didn't
want to be a hypocrite."

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1603 Pesasy1vanis Meese, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-215-3I15 (Wahiawa)
V.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A handl Seam Office Bedding. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Winshispon)
V.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Ransil Saws Office &W& Wahiawa D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202424-2541 (Washinpom),
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Revolutionary theatre
It was 1775. The real-life drama
of impending revolution was beginning to unfold in the SIMMS of
Boston, in secret rnecung rooms all
over the colonies, and in the public
debates at the continental congress
in Philadelphia. At the sante time in
England.loyal subjecu of the crown
were stomping their feet and wiping
tears of laughter from their eyes as
they watched Richard Shaidan's
"The Rivals" at London's Covent
Garden Theatre.
Two-hundred-and-twenty years
Later, modern theatre goers can find
out what provoked our Royalist
cousins mirth by attending a revival
of Shcndan's smash hit at Horse
Cave Theatre in south-central Kentucky. Horse Cave launched its
eighteenth season Friday night with
a production of "The Rivals' that
had the audience howling from the
start
The play presents the travails of
the lissome Lydia Languish, whose
notions of love are nourished by
romance novels. Determined to
turn her own life into a soap opera
long before the term even existed,

•

Constance Alexander

Aft.

Ledger & Times columnist
Lydia suffers love life complications caused by the intrigue of
suitors and servants. and the interference of her incoherent aunt, Mrs.
Malaprop.
Horse Cave's reputation for topnotch theatre is well supported by
The Rivals." The cast is so skilled
in the delivery of poetic language
and in the split-second timing essential to comedy, that modern audiences have no trouble catching on to
the hilarious twists and turns of the
plot. Former executive director of
Murray's Playhouse in the Park. Lo
Bussey, is hilarious as the indomitable — or is it abominable? — Mrs.
Malaprop.
Costuming, set design, lighting,
and sound are up to Horse Cave's
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usual impeccable sundards for
quality. and Warren Hammack has
put his nationally acclaimed directing skills to brilliant use in this fine
production
Since 1977, Horse Case Theatre
has provided a blend of classics and
contemporary plays for audiences
in southern Kentucky
Besides
-The Rivals," this season also features Arthur Miller's'All My Sons."
Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors,'
Noel Coward's "Blithe Spirit."
Robert Penn Warren's 'All the
King's Men." and Dickens''Christmas Carol.' In addition, a new
Kentucky play by Ronald Al
Mielech. -The Dancers of Canaan'
premieres on July 7

2.

A romance set m the Shaker
community of Pleasant Hill. Ky
-The Dancers of Canaan' is pan of
theatre's ongoing commitment to
present new plays by Kentucky
play *install through the Kentucky
Voices series
The fra.U.K1 at thine Case
Theatre runs from June to Decem
be:, with shows performed in routing repertiws What that wans is
that audiences can see up to three
different plays in one weekend, a
revolutionary concept that =A LI
visitors from all over the sute and
around the country
A theatre weekend in Hone Case
can be coupled with visits to a range
of area tourist attractions, including
Mammoth Case, Kenuxky Down
Under, the National Corvette Mu
scum, and the fent Factory Outlets
RV additional information, con
tact the theatre at P0 Box 21s,
Horse Cave, Ky 42749 The phone
number is 1 -800-142-2177, oe
7K6-2177 There are special tk.kei
prices for children, students, senior
cluirns and school groups Season
tkkets are also available
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Verdict is in on cameras
What a surprise. Don Hewitt, tt:
legendary creator of the "60 Minutes" TV show, has come out
against cameras in courtrooms.
The wackiness of the 0J. Simpson trial turned him around. The
law's dignity has been destroyed, he
said, and the trial has become little
more than show biz.
As Hewitt said: 1 think Ito, the
judge, should have realized that the
camera was going to turn the courtroom into a movie set. You know,
with Marcia Clark coming from hair
and makeup and Johnnie Cochran
coming from wardrobe. Its undignified.
". . . When you go on trial, you
should be judged by a jury of your
peers who sit there all day long and
listen to all the evidence, weigh all
the evidence. You shouldn't be tried
in a court of public opinion when
there's a guy who's not watching
until his wife says, 'Hey, Harry,
come in here, they've got the socks
on now.' ... We go in arid out of this
thing because somebody says,'Hey,
this is the good part.' That's not how
you should be tried."
Hewiu is right. But he's a bit late.
The time to have spoken up was last
year. before the trial began, when
Judge Ito was pondering whether to
let the cameras in.
That's when the views of someone like Hewitt —'legend in the
broadcast industry — might have
had an impact on Ito's thinking.
Of course. Hewitt could respond
that last year he didn't know that the
trial would turn into a showcase for
ego-puffed lawyers, self-absorbed
witnesses,or that jurors would sec it
as an opportunity to launch careers
as best-selling authors.
But why didn't he know? As an
expert on TV's impact, Hriviti
should have known what to expect
Tlionands 01 ordinary people did

Would the trial have been any
different if Judge Ito had listened to
the grass-roots wisdom of those
15,000 people?

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Spaded columnist
These were the people from all
over the country who took the time
to write to Judge Ito, urging him to
ban cameras.
This was after I wrote a column
suggesting that people who were
against [devising the trial drop the
judge a note telling him so.
More than 15,000 of them did just
that
As you might remember, the
judge had his clerk pack the letters
in boxes and stack the boxes in his
courtroom to let the lawyers and TV
viewers know how a large segment
of the population felt.
That, in itself, should have been a
hint as to the potential entertainment
value of the trial. If the cameras
hadn't already been going, it's
doubtful that the judge would have
used the boxes of letters for a visual
stunt. Why have his clerk nsk a
hernia if the audience consisted of
50 people in his courtroom?

Just drop WI II

No, once the cameras were on,
there was no chance that the trial
would maintain dignity or even
sanity. TV does that to people.
whether they are lawyers or oddballs telling talk show hosts why
they cheated on their wives with
their mothers-in-law.
Should it be any surprise that a
mooches like Kato would follow his
testimony with a book, probably
one of the few he has ever owned,
and a round of appearances on
comedy shows?
Those 15,000 people knew because in their own way they are just
as expert as liewiu on the subject of
TV. They've been watching it.
They saw the show biz aspects of
Simpson's low-speed car chase.
They saw how half of California's
deranged population started offering their fantasies as evidence.

...
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Probably. Without the cameras,
the coverage would have been provided by newspapers and brief
spoken reports on TV. The wnuen
or spoken word doesn't have the
drama of lawyers snarling at each
other, members of the victims'families dabbing their eyes. or OJ
shaking hands with a star-struck
prosecution witness.
The judge might have been more
inclined to crack the whip at stalling
lawyers and preening witnesses
The lawyers might have decided not
to waste their blustery acting talents
on so Mall a live audience.
And its doubtful that jurors
would have been so eager to con and
he their way onto & panel if they
didn't sense that they were going to
be pen of a major television production, giving them the opportunity to
cash in.
People knew and some of us said
so. As I wrote last November, when
Judge Ito displayed his mail. 'I want
the trial on TV,every lurid, disgusting. hean-pounding, spine-tingling,
fantasy-building moment. But not
for all the lofty reasons offered by
lawyers for the TV stations. I want
to wallow in the muck just like
millions of other muck-craving
Americans.'
I'm not going to take this obvious
opportunity to say 1 told you so" to
someone like Don Hewiu.
As is hawse. 1 don't have to.
Now he knows.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Buy 2 Rolls, Get 3rd For A PENNY
Buy 2. Get 3rd For A PENNY
In Stoc* Only — Cash a Carry

Independence plans revival

tezzni cAzd

11•1-All Center
• 7511-41179
Murray.

independence United Methodist Church will hold its annual revival starting Thursday. June 29. and continuing through Sunday, July
2. Revival speakers at 7:15 p.m. will be the Rev. Kendrick Lewis.
the Rev. Marita Burkeen and the Rev. Richard Dowdy, all former
members of the church. Refreshments will be served from 6:30 to
7:15 p.m. each revival night with special music to begin at 7:15 p.m.
The annual -homecoming/glad reunion" will be Sunday with worship at 11 a.m. with the pastor, the Rev. Charles Walker as speaker,
followed by a noon meal, and a gospel singing at 1:30 p.m.

TODAY

Southwest Council on Thursday

Would You Invest $500.00?

Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday. June 29, at 5 p.m. in the Teachers'
Lounge. Agenda items include annual report, Discipline policy
recommendations, SBDM policy and procedure changes relating to
interviews and committee structure, July and August meeting dates,
and recognizing members completing their terms. The regular
monthly meeting for Monday, July 3, has been postponed because of
the July 4th holiday.

Opportunity for "Ground Floor" Investors!
All Is Legal - Not A Pyramid.
The purpose of Golden Apple
is to produce and distribute. sellteaching subjects on Videos,
CD-Roms. and Printed Lessons
The first series is An of Speed
Reackng, elementary through college
Marketing plans are to enter 240 plus Metro City Malls
!hroughout USA Each mall serves the public as Learning,'
Distribution Center
Each Center Provides
•.,r, mouse Rain tais
-Headquarters for 40 Pius Salesmen
• Teacrong o...46404 and Seminars
'TV Ads Useig 800 Number
Your investment Is 10 Witter advance producing the Videos,
CD-Florrts and Pnrdeid Lessons
investors May Choose The Following
• pourso so investors at $S00.00 Each First y9811 operation the feasibility study
Vs rskrn a $10,625 00 Zrid year doubies.
2 Need 50 investors at $1000 Each lit Year Earnings $21250.00 2nd Year
Doutass
3 Need 40 investors at *2.50000 Each 1st Year Fietums *53.125.00 2nd Year
Doubies
4 Need 20 investors a!$5,000.00 Each lit Yell Raturr s S106.250 00 2nd Year
Doosirs
Location For Next Meeting: Shoney's Restaurant
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
Wednesday, June 28
Presentation at 7 pin. & 9 p.m.
For more Information call: (1-800-799-5535)

Golden
LP
IILApple, --

Terra April Maddox
and Robert Lance Allison

Maddox-Allison vows
to be said on Aug. 19
Terra April Maddox of Wingo and Robert Lance Allison of Murray
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Paula Maddox, the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pate, and the niece of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Mays, all of Wingo.
The groom-elect is the son of Me: and Mrs. Harry Allison. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Pearl Allison and the late Winfred Allison of Hardin, and of Mrs. Faye Jewell and the late Orvis Fielder and the late
Howard Jewell.
Miss Maddox is a 1990 graduate of Graves County High School
and has been a four-year employee of Allison Photography, Murray.
Mr. Allison, a 1990 graduate of Murray High School, is a 1995 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science in Organizational Communication. He is a photographer with Allison Photography, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 19, 1995, at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the

Summer
Clearance

•L•E
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Shoes & Tennis Shoes

1/2 Price Plus $1

Pet Therapy on Thursday

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
June 21, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Taylor baby boy. mother, Leah Fentress, Cadiz,
Edmonson baby girl, parents,
Cynthia and Leonard, Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Karen Fisk, Symsonia, Mrs Jill
Beck, Buchanan. Tenn.; Francis Kerr,
KaZel; Mrs Willie Allen, South Fulton,
Tenn.;
Mrs., Carta Hodge arid baby girl,
Mrs. Eduella Woods, and Mrs Bobbie
Black, all of Benton.
Mrs. Dawn Choate and baby boy,
Mrs Chasity Pntchett and baby boy,
Matthew Childress. and Stanley Henry, all of Murray

lakr,6
4-{CARPET & FLOOR COVERING5Z

Starts Wed June 28

Como...S•• Our Selections

CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD TILE & VINYL
Over 25 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK

Southside Shopping Center. Murray. 753-4383

A special leadership meeting of Murray Woman's Club will be
Thursday, June 29, at 7 p.m. at the club house. This is for all officers of the club and of the 10 department of the club. Sue Allison,
president, urges all officers to attend.

Shedd BBO on Thursday
The Shedd Academy and the Montessori Children's House at
Mayfield will have its eighth annual Shedd BBQ picnic on Thursday. June 29, at 6 p.m. at the academy at 346 Central Ave., Mayfield. This is for the public, former students and friends of the
school. There is no charge for anyone to attend, although donations
will be accepted. Persons planning to attend should call
1-502-247-8007 and ask for Mrs. Toon.

Cherry Corner holding Bible School
Cherry Corner Baptist Church is holding Vacation Bible School
through Friday, June 30, with classes from 9 to 11:30 a.m. In the
story on Saturday athe refreshment committee should have read
Ruby Forrest, Alice Flowers, Velma Hendon and Elna Rickman.
Calloway County Family Resource Center in cooperation with
Murray Quilt Lovers is sponsoring quilting classes. The class will be
Wednesday. June 28, at 10 a.m. at the Family Resource Center.
There is no charge for this class. Refreshments and child care will
be provided. For more information or to register call 753-3070.

AMVETS Post plans event
AMVETS Post #45 will have its 20-year anniversary party on
Saturday. July 1, at the post home on Highway 79 east at Paris
Landing, Tenn. The party will start at noon for adults only. There
will be food, games, music, felowship and refreshments. All veterans, national guards, reserves, active service personnel, and retired
military personnel are invited to the anniversary party.

Windsor reunion planned Sunday

30% Off
r•n • Sen.•

Club leadership meeting Thursday

Quilting class on Wednesday

Summer Sandals

11.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, June 29, at 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. This is open to all persons and their pets in
visiting the local nursing homes. Drivers and parents are needed as
volunteers and are requested to call 436-2453 for information. Persons are asked to note the change in time.

Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
ft't

64*

1 frt YIN

Sales & Installation

753-7728
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Sort of Wray to To/1 Tapia Rood RV, 1500 yards

HMO( ICY

Descendants of the late John and Lala Windsor will meet Sunday,
July 2, for a reunion at the pavilion east of the swimming pool at
Paris Landing State Park. A potluck meal wil be served from 1:30 to
4 p.m. For information call 435-4346.

Hendon reunion will be Sunday
The Hendon Family reunion will be Sunday, July 2, at the Lakeview Shelter at Kenlake State Park. A potluck lunch will be spread
about noon. This is for all Hendon family members, neighbors and
friends by the Land Between the Lakes area. For more information
call Josephine Hendon Whalin, 759-4326.

ANNUAL SUMMER SALE

1/2 PRICE + '1
(inc Group of Sandals
•

30% Off
Due to the upcoming change of ownership, we
ask that you please redeem all gift certificates and
credit by July 30, 1995.
Thank you,
Jane Lovett
irtititsicle Shopping Center
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Tau Phi Lambda
hears program
about the DES
Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827
Woodmen of the World held its
May meeting at Sporty's with
Colleen Anderson presiding.
Ronnie Burkeen of the Disaster
Emergency Service (DES)of Calloway County was the guest
speaker. He discussed the services that the DES offers in the
way of disaster resscae operations. His comments were very
informative, a member said_
A thank -you letter was
received from Oklahoma City
Disaster Fund Fraternal Coordinator of the Woodmen of the
World acknowledging the unit's
willingness to help with a donation to the fund.
After the meeting was
adjourned, the members went
bowling at Corvette Lanes.
Present were Mary Ana Todd.
Michele Butler. Judy McCarty.
Nancy Todd, Kim McKinney, Pat
McCarthy. Nicole McCarthy.
Colleen Andersen, LAMM Jobs,
Ann Spann. Linda Fain, and Marilyn Chasms. members: Sales
Representative Dale Hughes and
Barteen_
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Almon Harpove from Anions
to be al
traveled ihe most
the recision The oidest person
present was Ckllon Wilkerson.

CALENDAR

)K

Tuesday, Joss 27
Murray Lions Club/6 p m 'South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Caurcn
Singles Organizational Society
iSOS)/7 pm /Chamber of Commerce
inlottillartion• 753-2350 or Janice
474-en4
Calloway Coontains tor Panon-M•rwy
C4fC0U11 Courtroom of Miller Court
,
950
house Annex/7 pm
Ledbetter Baptist Church Bible
School/6 pm
h Z6Crtielt Baptist Church Bible
r
15 pm
Alali•lie•es Disease Support
Group/4 30 p ni./board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
into/762-1100
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #34
meeting/7 p.m /First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964
Hardin Tops Chapter/7 p m /Hardin
Library
Grace Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Winsome Sunday School
Class/6 p m at church to go to Kenlake Star Park.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm.
St. Lao Catholic Church events
include W•igh to Win/.5 30
p.m/Gleason Hall
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 pm /American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Murray.
Murray Moose Club *vents include
officers meeting/7 p.m., regular
meetinsVe p.m.
Wrath', West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 a.m. to 12.30 pm and 1 -30
to 4.30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
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W•driasday, Jun* 28
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial

Association/8 a.m./First United
Methodist Church.
Ledbetter Baptist Church Bible
Schoo1/6 p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church Bible
School/6:15 p.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church Bible
SchooV9 a.m
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Court
Square/8:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies' golf and
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies' golf
guest day/9 a.m. with potluck meal to
follow golf play.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
am and Story Hour/1030 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p m

Wednesday

Haxisf Comer open 10 a ris -2 p Aor
senior oarens activates
Worts Criliaropen 0 am pm Aar
senior anzens activities
Smoot alums God Las5e5/8 30

am /Miler Memorial Golf Cowie
St. John's Episcopal Church manes
include Hoy Euchansv5 IS p ns . soup
supper* p m Bible group7 pm
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Crafts & F•Uoveshipil am.
Mass/6 30 p m Teen Lila/7 pm
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Boardil pm
University Church of Christ Brie
Classesrl pm
Glendale Rood Church of Christ Bible
Classos.7 p m
West Fork Baptist Church service/7

pm
Coklwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p m

Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
pm
Grace Baptist Church Awana Club.
Youth Bible Study College/Career
Bible Study. Adult Bible Study/7 p.m
Westside Baptist Church Church
CounciV6 p m, prayer service/7 p m.
Memorial Baptist Church Mission
Friends, RAs, GAs, Prayer Service/7
pm . Choir rehearsal/8 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m
New Mt. Carnal Baptist Church prayer servioei7 pm

Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 pm
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs./6.30 p m

and the yeenseat person present
was Ludo Sauey Sae Nu Jell had
the most children_ and Ra,hel
most
Adams had the
graildchildren
About 20 persons wcrr prescni
that have Wended its reunion
licks Tidwell read Use artw k
The Cornerstone of Coldwater"
by Mn. Lucille Rau from the
IM edition of Res-ollet- thons
Wilma Jena Sanders read a
poem she had wiluen moiled
—Coldwales Reunion '95" *Alai
is as follows:
We came from all across the
land.
To reach and tou,h our neigh
bon hand
No matter how far away we
may rOem
Its good to touch the folks of
home.
Each tame there's another empty chair
Where a loved one sat, just last
year.
We call their names and
memories share
Then marvel at a love so rare.
"Miss" Mollie Cochran and
"Miss" Lucille Potts
Gone on to heaven, we miss
them lots.
Lorene Wilson and Bobby
Gene too
Men Wilkerson also beyond
the blue.
Eriu Bazzell is from pain set
free
The Paschall family this year
lost three
Their mother, Estelle, LarliCe
and sue

„

These place vacant and mach
massed son
Chryssees Tucker sad Rebets.a
Roach goat
Jess Daniell, Hal Adams too
passed on
The his lengths this sear psi

rest
But memories so dear will
always last.
We each have a plike to fill
&ran here
Well fall it with pride tall we
meet rest year
Those present for the reunion
were as follows
1T and Helen Tidwell. Willis
and Wilma lean Sanders. Calene
Felts. Cody and Estelle Adams.
Bill and Nixie %ilkerson. ClelIon Wilkerson. l eon and June
Parker. Emma Lou Albin. Dor
othy Crouch.
Anna Flood, Rob and Dot Bar
zell. Hess and Frankie Darnell,
Anna Nell Redmon. Emma [cc
and Albert Haieell Jr . Odell
Kemp, Treva Adams. Faye and
Carl Hoke. Bill) and Larue Tur
ncr. Jean and Ray Harrell.
Dorothy Guthrie. Ruth Hayden,
Elitabeth 'Jane lirse, Myrtle B)rd,
Mary Ruth Sheridan. Pansy
Black. Clemmie Black. Sue
Amos and Pauline Hill.
Adnan Cloys, Margaret Cloys,
Glavious and Shirley Rogers.
W.D. and Violet Kelly. James
and Wanda Butler. Linda Story.
Bob and lo Watson. Charles and
Bobbye Lamb. Frances Hargrove.
Alton Hargrove. Modell Evitt.
Harold Darnell. Rachel Adams
and Katie Adams.
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Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher
.1-o%siro?"'•

Frigidaire

'299

• Energy saving air dry opt,cri
• 4 wash cycles
• Push butlOrlidial controls
• Soft food disposer
• Available in whrte black Or almond

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

CASH & CARRY
Pktured are some of the persons at the Coldwater 40s reunion held at
Ann's Country Kitchen.

HOT
SUMMER

SALE

ALL Of Our Spring & Summer
Merchandise Is On Sale!
50% OFF
Throughout The Store

*he
Place
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Nom Boa. 5:30-2; lion. Closed; Tnes.-Tliass. 5:30-7;
M. 5:30-0; Sat. 5:30-S

Only

Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible

•
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First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.,
Wack Wednesday, Grades 1-6 at 10
am. Love Bug Birthday Party at West
Vieriv/2 p.m
First Baptist Church events include
Day Camp, ages 4-6/9 a m -2 50 p m,
Library open/6.15 p m.. Youth Phme
Time movie at Curris Center/6.30 p.m
Children's Super Summer Studies,
Prayer meeting/6 45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m
Study/7 p m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m.
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12 30 pm. and 1 30
to 4:30 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m /across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metro.
polls. lii. Info/1-800-935-7700,
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Coldwater 40s hold seventh reunion
The Coldtreass 40s east toe
One sevesih ameal sessies oe
Sesusioy. J. 10. al 6 pee at
Ane's Coramy Ketches
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Nashville option open to Devils
NHL champs clearing
way for southern move
wrt:A/I
By YOU CAKA
S1.
EAST RUTH ERFORD. NJ (AP) — The New
Jersey Devils are kayos& thew options open in case
the Stanley Cep isn't enough to get. new lease
from the New Jersey Spoils and Exposition
thonty.
Two days after winning the Cup. the Devils took
their second legal step in recent months to break

their lease and clear the way for a possible move,
perhaps to Nashville. Tenn., after the 1996-97
season.
Holiday's decision to notify the sports authority
that they tateed to end their franchise agreement in
two years doesn't necessarily mean the team will
leave.
Devils president and general manager Lou
Larnonello said in a statement that the team is trying to maintain its legal nghts while continuing to
negotiate with the sports authority on a new lease.
Gov. Christie Whitman. a close ally of team
owner John McMullen. remains optimistic the two
sides can agree on a new lease, her spokeswoman

Rams' moving vans
welcomed to St. Louis
•

said. The current lease, renegotiated in 1991,
expires in 2002.
The notice came boors before the Devils
announced a Meadowlands Arena rally for Wednesday in honor of the Stanley Cup. The state assembly, meanwhile, unanimously approved a resolution
urging McMullen to keep the team in New Jersey.
Manno said Whitman supports the sports authority and believes the current lease is valid. The sports
authority said its general counsel is reviewing the
Devils' termination letter.
"We are not giving up hope," Manno said. "We
are nowhere near that level."

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Si. Louis' return to the
NFL after a seven-year absence became a reality when the first of 11 Rams moving vans
roared through welcoming banners.
The vane, filled with everything from shoulder pads to blocking steds, are the first in a caravan of 18 vehicles being used to move the
Rams from Anaheim, Calif.
The vehicles began the 4800-mile trip on
Friday. Most of the vans drove east toward
Oklahoma, where they beaded north to Wichita,
Kan., up to Kansas City and on to St. Louis,
said Richard McClure, an executive vice president at United Van Lines.

L.A.'s Piazza laces
HR to down Padres
By BOB GREENE
AP Scions writer
All David Justice wanted was a
pitch be could see All Mike
Piazza wanted was a good swing
They both got their wish.
A two-run, sixth-inning homer
by Justice carried the Atlanta
Braves to their third straight victory. 4-3 over the Montreal
Expos
•1 had just struck out twice."
Justice said •*1 was just trying to
get a pitch I could set I was not
thinking about a home run. Fortunately. I hit it well."
Piazza waged a little longer.
His three-run, opposite-field
shot came in the bottom of the
ninth and boosted the Los
Angeles Dodgers to their sixth
straight win. 8-5 over the San
Diego Padres
"I just didn't want to get
cheated." Piazza said. "I wanted
to get three good swings and see
what happened . Fortunately. I
got a pitch I could hit."

Piazza's 12th homer of the season and 72nd of his career was
his first winning game-ending
shot.
"I had a couple of these in the
minor leagues, but obviously this
is completely different," Piazza
said. The crowd was really into
it. They were fired up and they
stayed there the whole game. It's
really special."
Padres reliever Brian Williams
(1-5) hit Delino DeShields with a
pitch to start the inning. After
Jose Offerman walked, Trevor
Hoffman came on and Piazza
drove his first pitch over the
short fence near the nght field
pole for his seventh homer in his
Last 47 at-bats.
Earlier, Piazza had a two-run
single, giving him five RBIs for
the night.
Todd Worrell (1-0), who went
into the game with a string of 12
consecutive saves and a perfect
ERA, earned the victory with one
perfect inning of relief.
Tony Gwynn put the Padres
ahead 5-4 with a solo homer in
the seventh inning against Pedro
Astacio. It was Gwynn's fifth
homer of the year.

TAMPA. Fla (AP) — Darryl Strawberry started 0-lor-5. then finished with two homers and a double in his first enempt at batting
against kw* pitching since he signed with the New York Yankees.
Facing tainiMaite Soott Kamieniedti in a simulated game at the
team's manor league compiler Monday. Strawberry struck out twice in
his firm five at-bats.
In his air* turn at the plate, the former National League slugger
belted a hanging curve bell out 400 feet onto the roof of a storage
shed beyond the nght-fieid fence

Unlike 1994,
'95 draft thin
on future stars
By WENDY E. LANE
AP Basketball Writer

could make the top pick blindfolded," said Washington coach
,Jim Lynam. whose team has the
fourth pick. "1 think each of
these top four guys are very, very
good players. Each one offen
something a bit different."
Here, then, is a rundown of
how the selections might shake
net:

ong on potential, short on

stars This year's NBA draft has
no consensus No. I peck, like
Glenn Robinson last year.
What makes this year's draft
hard to figure out is. none of the
likely top five pecks — all 20
years old or younger — have folly developed games.
— It's not a Shaquille
O'Neal-like draft, where you

1. Golden Stale — Joe Smith.
6-10. forward, Maryland ... New
Warriors GM Dave Twardzik
decides to go for an inside force
with good range. Needs time to
develop, but will help Warriors
fill the void left by Owls Webbet's departure
2. PhIladalphla — Jerry Stackhome, 6-6. guard. North Carolina

Associated Press photo

American Michael Chang had 14 aces in his win over Lionel Roux of France in the first
round of Wimbledon, which has gone to softer balls to curb power serving and promote
rallies.

... The 76eri make a deal with the
Clippers to trade up one spot and
grab a player being hyped as the
next Michael Jordan. That praise
is probably too high, but is the
most ready among this draft's
crop of super sophomores.
3. Los Angelis Clippers —
Antonio McDyess, 6-9, forward,
Alabama ... Stock soared after
strong performance in NCAA
tournament. Athletic ptayer
who's a good defender will get a
chance to learn the game from
coach Bill .Fitch.
4. Washington — Reamed Wallace, 6-10, center, North Carolina
... With Webber's great hands
and Wallace's ability to tun the
floor, the two will form an
impressive front line and the Bel-

4".

41.

lets should make a quantum leap
forward.
1111111010ta — Kevin Garnett,
6-10, forward, Farrapt (Chicago)
HS ... The Timbenvolves gamble
on a 19-year-old with loads of
promise as well as loads of
immaturity. But new Wolves GM
Kevin Mc Hale is the ideal person
to help shape him.
S. Vancouver — Ed O'Bannon,
6-8, forward, UCLA ... Concerns
about his arthritic knee notwithstanding. O'Bannon has the character and the skills to form an
excellent foundation for an
expansion franchise.
Toronto — Bryant Reeves,
7-0, Mater, Oklahoma State ...
Big Country comes to the Great
White North. Best true center in

40.
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the draft.
& Detroit — Cherokee Parks,
6-11, center, Duke ... The Blue
Devil connection is at work here,
reuniting Parks and Grant Hill to
play for new coach-GM Doug
Collins, whose son was also a
college teammate.
9. New Jersey — Shawn
Respert. 6-3, guard. Michigan
State ... Nets need a shooting
guard, and Respert is a great
shooter. But his lack of size gives
the Nets one of the league's
smallest backcourts.
10. Miami — Kurt Thomas. 6-9,
forward, Texas Christian ... The
NCAA's leader in both scoring
and rebounding, be gives Miami
a young alternative to Kevin Willis at power forward.

11. MIhvaukee — Damon Stoudamire, 5-10, guard, Arizona ...
This draft's glaring weakness is
point guards. Although he's
small, Stoudamire is the best of
the bunch.
12. Daft — Corliss Williamson, 6-7. forward, Arkansas ...
Great desire will make him a
good fit with the rest of the
young and hungry Mavericks.
Dallas needs a center but will
take Williamson's inside
toughness.
13. Sacramento — Randolph
Childress, 6-2. guard, Wake Forest ... A fine scorer whom the
Kings hope can make the switch
to point guard.

••••
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By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — Big
servers weren't bothered by the slower balls
at Wimbledon.
In an attempt to curb the power hitting
that has dominated the grass-court tournament, Wimbledon introduced a softer, heavier ball for this year.
But there was no shortage of aces on the
first day of play Monday. Three men had at
least 20 aces: fourth-seeded Goren Ivanisevic and No. 14 Todd Martin each had 21 and
two-time defending champion Pete Sampras
had 20.
Scottish wild card Ross Matheson served
19 aces while losing to David Wheaton, who
had 13. Even 5-foot-9 Michael Chang, never
known for his serve, had 14 aces while beating Frenchman Lionel Roux. Canadian-born
Greg Rusedski, now playing for Britain, had
a dozen.
Sampras, who relied on his serve to overcome Germany's Karsten Braasch in four
sets, said the new balls favor the returner
more than hurting the huge servers_
"It's easier to return," he said. "If anything, I think these softer balls will affect the
guys that don't serve as well. Last year, a
mediocre serve would be helped out by a
harder ball. This year, it's a little softer, so
you have a little bit more time to return."
Sampras was confounded more by
Braasch's bizarre service motion than by the
new balls. Brassch's left-handed windup
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IN NBA draft...

Sports Briefs

FROM PAGES
14. WIN - Bob Sera. 6-S.
pant Ronde Stale
Quack and
loves to shoot. After all. Mt.
Carr can't draft himself. Or can
he?
111. Danver - Gary Trent. 64.
forward, Ohio ... Strews low-post
player who likes to take over

•

•IS. A1
- Mae Henderson.
6-9, forward, Indiana ... Hawks
go the or best-player-available
route. Hendersoe's defensive
skills are a plus.
17. Clivoland - Brent Bawl.
6-6. guard, Oregon State
The
Cavaliers traded for shooting
guard Harold Miner but lake Barry as insurank-c
10. Portland - Travis Best.
5-11. guard, Georgia Tech ... Rod
Strickland will be traded, so
coach PJ. Carlesimo needs a
point guard.
19. Portland - Zyndrunas
Ilpuskas, 7-1, center, Lithuania
... Blazers take a chance on the
20-year-old Lithuanian, who will
have countryman Arvydas Sabonis to help ease his transition.
20. Chicago - David Vaughn,
6-10, forward, Memphis ... Will
provide the rebounding help the
Bulls need.
21. Phoenix - Rashard Griffith, 7-0, center, Wisconsin ...
Lackluster pre-draft workouts
hurt him, but the Suns go for a
center.
22. Charlotte - Michael Finley,
6-7, guard, Wisconsin ... Streaky
shooter who played forward in
college. Hornets want someone
more productive than shooting
guard Hersey Hawkins.
23. Indiana - Mario Bennett
6-9, forward, Arizona State ...
Pacers are deep at his position,
but Benneu's too good to pass up
at this slot
24. Dallas - Greg Ostertag,
7-1, center, Kansas ... Mavericks
fill their need at center.
25. Orlando - Sherell Ford,
6-7, forward, Illinois-Chicago ...
Adds some scoring punch at
small forward. Dennis Scott and
Anthony Bowie arc unrestricted
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The Calloway County Nigh School softball tem recently held Its
postseason banquet Award winners Were (front row) Sabrina Emerson (left), Academic Award; Carrie Bill, Academic Award and Outfield Defense Award; (back row, from left) Patricia Greer, Academic
Award and Infield Defense Award, Linda Stubblefield, Offense
Award; Molly Meehan, Outstanding Pitching Award, and Dawn
Davis, Senior Award. Not pictured is Krtsy Whitfield, Academic
Award.

SOFTBALL

Park hosts Open Softball Tourney
Murray-Calloway County Park will host an Open Softball Tournament on July 15 for men's and women's teams. Cost of the tournament is $100 per team. For more information, call Troy Webb at
489-2433.

LOCAL BASEBALL

•

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
SATURDAY:
Owsn's Food Market 6, Lae Marine 1 C•v4en si Foster Logan 28. 18,
Mario Lawrence 18, Bobby Ives 1B (Lee Menne) Chase Duncan 18. Owen's
Food Market finishes season as league champions with a 12-0-2 record.

BRONCO LEAGUE

1

WEDNESDAY 6/21:
• FOP 5, Boone's 1 (FOP) Clint Kear 18; Jason Haley 113, 2B, Brady Horns 1B, WP-Harris (Boone's) Brian Asher 18; Rodney Emerson 1B; Reid
Johnson 18, Jeremy Allbritton 18

LOCAL SOFTBALL
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Lost Week:
• Sirloin Stockade 4, Walter's Pharmacy 3 (Sirloin) Jenny Gingles 18,
Breanna Volp 18; Whitney Smith 38; Amber Hopkins 2-2B; Sara Bryant 28,
HR, Nicole Darnell 1B. (Walter's) Kathryn Stalls 18; Jessica Greer 2-213; Kaylee Ligon 18, 2B; Chelsea Morris 38; Katie Ross 28; Lisa Hester 1B

SCOREBOARD

Wimbledon...

Sponsored By.
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Larry Krouse Insurance

resembles that of a weekend
hacker or a baseball pitcher.
"It's different," Sampras said.
"It's tough to read. There were
times when I felt I had handcuffs
on trying to return serve."
The new balls seemed to affect
France's Guy Forget, who was
limited to five aces in his
straight-sets win over Gary
Henderson.
Other big servers were scheduled to play first-round matches
today, including third-seeded
Boris Becker, paired against
Emilio Alvarez, and No. 9
Michael Stich, facing Jacco
Eltingh.
But the day's top attraction figured to be top-seeded Andre
Agassi, set to face Australian
qualifier Andrew Painter on
Court One,
The 19-year-old Painter,
ranked No. 530 in the world and
playing in his first tour-level
event, said he wasn't intimidated
by the thought of playing Agassi.
"I'd rather play him than Pete
Sampras," he said. "At least I'll
be able to see his serve. I'm not
sure I would even get close to
Sampras. Another thing in my
favor is I know a lot more about
his game than he does about
mine."

106 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Good service, 759-9088
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neghbor,
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm
gar FSIM hump* Corommr
Norm Cam Siwwwvien Moe
insurance.
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*PMat - Eric Williams.
611.
6-7. forward, Providence
Impressed SCOals at pre draft
camp with scoring and ret.‘ind
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Support our larnwrs

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

especially down low

21. San Antonio - Law ren(r
Mown. 6-5. guard, Syracuse
A
creative two-guard Spurs starter
Vinny Del Negro was a disappointment in the postseason

•
*City & County

Support

Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

CRIME
STOPPERS
811.01RAV AND CALLC7411A• CXX.10.r.

Call 753-9500

PLUMBING
: a.• Commercial
• Service Repair

Agency Manager, Ray T Broach: Agent, Bob Cornell-on

"SperJ :ing in Cow'
David Ryan

7534703

Darren lloward

753-4736

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Come Out and Celebrate . .

"Family Night in the Park
Friday, June 30 4 - 8 p.m.
Murray City Park
*Food
*Animals
*Games
*Live Music
*Country Line
*Clowns
'
*Mule &
Dancing
Wagon Rides
*Helicopter Rides
All
*Fun for The Whole Family
For more information
Contact Freedom Fest Headquarters at 502-759-2199 or 1-800-715-5004
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William A. Holman, M.D.
Cardiologist
Announces the opening ofhis Ikil.pructice

Holman Heart Clinic
Medical Arts Building
Suite 283W
300 South Eighth Street
Miunty, Ky.42071

502-753-3022

PAY-PER-VIEW TUESDAY!
Movies only $2.95 on Viewers Choice Channel 44.

SWAMI Keats* natrit, Dr. Holman a:ermines in the diagnosis
and treatment of al types of circulation and nein problems, including
cardiar cathetmianon edricardoogram and stress testing

Dr Holman is a graduate. of Murray State Unnendy He earned his
nrdical depee from the University Calorie School of Medicine and
(=pitted internship and residency at the Unittrsity of Tennessee ad
Mencius. He compiled cattlioinie Howships at the University of
Tennessee al Henyhts and al Brampton Hospital. Icindon, Digland
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He is ontified by dr Arrrrican Board ofCardioloo andthe America)
Board ci hirmai Medicine. He cm lo Murray from the Cooper Clinic
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To ached* an appointrnent. call(502)753-3022 or 141110-34244CCK
Got those Tuesday blues? Lighten upf Enfoy a hit Hollywood movie without leaving the
comfort of yaw home - and savel Its Pay-Per-Vlaw Tuesday. only on pisylow-visva..on ceblel

William A. Holman, M.D.

Murray Cablevlsion

Icy

Holman Head Clinic
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth St , Suite 203W
Murray. Ky 42071
502-753-3022

Tune to Channel 42 for Listings and
Ordering Instructions.
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1adepen4oe4 Ameiteir• Report
We he.. mideied the stotemesta of recespta. diebursioneats. sad moose foss of the former Count, Clerk of Calloway
Courtly. Iforatorior. for the years esdod Demmembee 31. 19103. December 31. 1904. sad for the psnod el Jar nary 1. 1906
Lemuel Apn115. 1006 The..flassmal stasseasoos an the nesposeibility of the former County Clerk Our rimporisibdity
ie to •11110.11111 as *mama on the.. ftnaocial stainneetai limed ea our audit
W. cooMicted our audit ta somedaoce with emorally aczopted auditing standard. Goirenument Ariditieg
Ikaaiderride oeued by the Comptroller General of the Vested Suites, and the Audit Guide for County Fee Officials
imued by the Auditor anN.War Amer eta. Commie wealth eflteretier ky Them etandards require that we plan and perform
the audit to seism riessoaahie seminanne about leirethee the &oast-sal statement is free of material misstatement An
audit includes emaimuung. on•teat beam.evidence ma pportina the amounta and diatom ree in the financial statement An
zoidit aloe melodies assessieg the memo ming principle. used and significant emanates made by manaeenient. as well as
revahiating the (reseall financial statement presentation We believe that our audit provides • reasonable basis for our
open MO
The forme, County Clerk•required to prepare her financial statements on • prea-ribed hasia of accounting that
dessionetestes complies°, with the rash basis and La w• of Kentucky which is a comprehensive bests of accounting other
then ornerally accepted mom slung principles
Is our opinion. the ennompanytng financial 'Laetrile:sus referred to above present fairly, to all material respects, the
receipts. &Woo memento and recess Nue of the former County Clerk for the years ended December 31. 1993. December 31.
1904, and for the prrooi afJaeuiary 1. lfreS through April IS. 1906, in conformity with the basis of accounting described
above
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the reesos of our audit, we make the following comments and recommendations
Prior Year
Ihiring the prior audit for the period January 1. 1993 through August 31 1993 we reported • number of
noncompiiances The following findings will be repeated in this report
1 The former County Clerk had cruseing official funds
2 The former County Clerk did not pay recess fees by March 15
3, The former County Clerk did not publish her financial report within 60 days of the close of the year
4, The former County Clerk s deposits were not properly protected from potential lose by bank pledges ofsecuntres
Current Year
U The Former Calloway County Clerk's Office Wes Miasirig 6219.439 On August 31. 1993
On May 10. 1993. state auditors began their fieldwork on the former Calloway County Clerk • audit for the year
ending December 31. 1992 Dunne the course of the audit, auditors found that the former Clerk s records bated an
unusually large number of'deposits in transit" as of December 31. 1992 Deposita in transit are funds which have
been received but have not yet been posted to the former Clerk•official bank account A relatively small number of
deposits in transit is Dot unusual As of December 31, 1992. the former Calloway County Clerk had receipts for 11
days shown as deposits to transit
Oath. afternoon of August 31. 1993. at the direction of the State Auditor,•team of state auditor+ conducted an
unannounced 'cash cou nt' ofthe receipts and deposits of the former Calloway County Clerk. The purpose ofthe cash
count was to 'freeze' the former Clerks financial transactions for audit purpooes so the auditors could count the
former Clerk •receipts. deposits, and cash on hand as of•particular day instead of waiting until the end of the year
when the regular audit is usually conducted On August 31.1993. the auditors counted all of the checks and cash in
the former Clerk s eight cash drawers and in the former Clerk •safe Next,the auditors then totaled all ofthe Clerk's
1993 daily checkout sheets which list the former Clerk • total receipts by category for each day The auditors then
totaled all of the former Clerks 1993 bank deposits A comparison of the former Clerk,total receipts per the daily
checkout sheet versus the former Clerk s total deposits and cash on hand showed that the former Calloway County
Clerk was trussing at Least $219,439 as outlined below
Clerk s Total Receipts Dunng L 193 through 813193
$3,648,977
Lees Former Clerks Total Deposits 1/L93 through 8.31'93
(3,364,324)
Less Total Cash,Checks in former Clerks Office on )s3193
(65,214)
Former Clerk $ Shortage as of August 31. 1993
$219,439
Al.ltars found

that on September 2, 19931two days after thew unannounced cash count, the former County Clerk
deposited 1218.439 into her 1993 fee accl‘nt This amount was comprised aux checks which included a cashier's
check for loan proceeds payable to the former County Clerk personally(
0;2185.250:•check for $30,000 from an
auto sales business owned by • relative of the former County Clerk; and four other checks totaling $3,189 These
checks totaled $218,439 which differed from the actual August 31 deficit of $219.439 due to a $1,000 error in the
former County Clerk s calculation.
The fclkiong statutes address the improper use of public funds and activity intended to mislead state auditors
PULS 64 1150 prohibits the cianurungling of public arid private funds which forbids•county official
from withdrew ing public funds for any purpose other than that for which they were received, and upon
conviction, the official shall be removed from orrice
KRS 61 190 prohibit.*• public officer from receiving. directly or indirectly, any interest, profits, or
perquisites from the use or loan of public funds in his hands, and upon conviction, an offender is
disqualified to hold any public °Moe thereafter
KRS 43 990 prohibit..• public officer from obstructing an examination by the State Auditor, and
provides for penalties upon conviction in the Franklin Circuit Court which include removal fromoffice
by the Governor
KRS 523 100 defines the Class B misdemeanor of L'nsworn Falsification to Authorities to include
when•person, with intent to mislead• public servant in the performance of his duty, invites reliance
on any writing which he knows to be falsely made or altered.
A report dated October 5, 1993, which detailed the results of this finding was issued by the State Auditor's ofTioe and
the matter was forwarded to the Attorney General s office and the Kentucky State Police for further action as
warranted The former Clerk was indicted by the Calloway County Grand Jury on June 30, 1994. On April 15, 1995,
the former Calloway County Clerk resigned and entered an •Iford plea on April 26, 1995
V The Former County Clerk Did Not Deposit Motor Vehicle Usage Tax Daily
The former County Clerk is required by KRS 1314 464 to report to the Department of Revenue all motor vehicle usage
tax on each Monday for the previous week and remit such tax to•state bank account daily. Based on our test of the
Motor Vehicle Usage Taz and the deposits made to the state bank Account, the.. procedures were not being
followed. We recommend the former Clerk prepare and make these deposits daily.
3) Former County Clerk Deposita Were Not Properly Protected From Potential Lose By Bank Pledges Of
Socuritiers
Former County Clerk a deposits, during the month of September 1993. and on December 31, 1993, were not
adequately secured by as much as $271,531 and 117,398 respectively Also, deposits during the month ofNovember
1994, were not adequately secured by as much as $71,144, and deposit* during the month of April 1995, were not
adequately secured by as much as $146,310 Under the provisions of KRS 66.480(1)(d)•nd KRS 41.240(4). banks
are required to provide pledges of Immanuel'for interestobeanng and non interest-bearing deposits ifeither exceeds
the 6100.000 amount of insurance coverage provided by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. We recommend
the County Clerk sorrier obtain an increased pledge ofsem noes to cover all unsecured deposits and monitor future
bank balancers to ensure coverage is always adequate
41 The Former County Clerk's Receipts Were Not Deposited Intact Daily And Reconciled To Checkout
Sheets
The former County Clerk did not •Iways deposit receipts intact daily and reconcile receipts to daily checkout sheets
The Auditor of Public Accounts, under the authority of 45 KAR 1 070, established minimum accounting
requirements which inc lode depositing receipts intact on • daily basis and reconciling receipts to daily checkout
sheets We recommend the proordures set out in 45 MAR 1070 be followed at all times
61 The Former County Clerk's Reports Deposita, And Payments Ware Not Completed Within The Time
Period Required By Law
Fish and game reports are required by KRS 150 230 to be made on or before the Illth day of each month The former
Clerk did not consistently complete the fish and game monthly reports by the tenth of each month. The former
Clerk • delinquent tax reports and payments to distncts were consistently late, and some payments have not been
made The former Clerk did not pay the tangible personal property taxes to the &Atm-is in •timely manner We
recommend the former County Clerk report and distnbute all taxes and licensee collected in • timely manner
61 Receipts For Fee. Were Not Issued To All Customers
All county ofTinals are required by KRS 64.840 to prepare a receipt that meets the specifications of the State local
Financial Office One copy is to be given to the customer and one retained by the official During our audit, we noted
that receipts had not been poepared for all funds received and many of the receipts did not ioclude the customer's
mune We recommend receipts be issued for all receipts We suggest in the future the deputies be instructed to pay
special attention to the preparation of receipts in &mordancy with specifkations of the State Local Financial Office
71 The Former C•unty Clerk Did Not Pay Exesiee Fess By March 1.5
KRS 64 152 requires the Clerk to settle excess fees with the fiscal mu rt by March 15 each year The former Clerks
1993 recess feee were remitted to the fiscal court on April 14, 1994 We recommend the former Clerk comply with
KRS64 152 by submitting the financial report and excess(meter the fiscal court by March 15 nich year Based on our
audits,the foreseer Clerk owes'seem fees of$63.617 for the period Janu ary 1, 1995 through April 15,1995, and is due
refunds of $299 and $90 for calendar years 1993 and 1994 respectively
81 The Former County Clerk Did Not Publiali Her Financial Report Within 00 Days
KRS 424 720 requires fee officials to publish their financial reports within sixty days of the close of the calendar
year The former Clerk did riot publish her financial report for the calendar years 1993 and 1994 We recommend the
former Clerk publuih her financial report
Respectfully submitted,

a
A B Chandler III
Auditor of Public ACCOU

Audit fieldwork completed • Moly 18, 1995
The above traziernntel letter accompanied the audit report presented to the floral court /CRS 43 000(1)rapines that the,
letter be published in this newspaper. Copies of the complete audit report, including the occompanying financia/
statements and additional informstioto are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor it Public Aceounta.
144 Capitol Annex. Frankfort. Kentucky 40901

Elisabeth Aklandcr. a
Dr
buardcerufied pediatnc &an. has
oPened a private practice this month
and as currently taking appoint
menu fix infants. children and
uung adulu Het alkc Ls located
in Swat 203 E.ssi of the Medical
Arts Building. 300 S 8th Street.
Alexander is a native of Danville,
Ky She earned her undergraduate
degree from Centre College in 1965
and her rriedx.al degree from the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1969
After completing her internships
and residencies at Ctuldrens Medi‘.al Center and the Parkland Hospitals in Dallas. Texas, Dr. Alexander
taught pediatrics in the Department
of Family Medicine at the University of Texas. Southwestern Branch
and at TWU in the pediatric nurse
praCbCiOner program
In 1975. Dr. Alexander became a
member of the faculty at the Univer-

say of Louisville School of Medicine in die Department of Pediatrics
and Farady Medicsae. She served as

DR. ELIZABETH ALEXANDER

Minor Dents and Door Dings removed from your vehicle with

NO PAINTING!
SAME DAY SERVICE
IfISU/IfICe

FREE ESTIMATES

ApIxoved

Ace Dent Repair

759-3189

1204 Johnson St.

Fm 11-6 • AM wort pusrar•••0 • No
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imercei eima mooed
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"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
Call Today! For Trial Program'

_A, martial art:
I -1M

erica

THE F.MILYCLUB

(502)753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Noon Buffet (M-F, 11-1:30)
All You Can Eat - 22.95-Aduit • 12.65-s. citi..

pediatric consultant for the latter
unul 1985. when she became duet tor of the residency program Al
that tune lite *as also active as a
board member of The Home of the
Innocents and the Jefferson County
Child Abuse Authority, as well as
serving on the Medical School Admissions Committee and working at
the Free Clinic, In 1988. she
became interim Dean of Students at
the medical school and served there
until she moved to Blacksburg. Va..
to pin her husband at Virginia
Tech. During the next six years. Dr
Alexander directed the Student
Health Set-vice at Virginia Tech and
developed an interest in the health
problems of adolescents and young
adults, both medical and psychological.
Dr. Alexander states that she
hopes to practice medicine with a
preventive approach, which involves education of both the parents
and the patients. With the rising
costs of health care in the U.S.
today,! believe that physicians have
a moral obligation to educate patients to be informed consumers of
the medical care system and intellectually involved in their own
health care. This is time consuming
and challenging to both the providet
and the patient, but a necessary
service."
Dr. Alexander, a fellow of the
American Academy of Pediatrics
and The American Academy of
Family Physicians, as well as a
member of the American College
Health Association, plans to see sick
children in the mornings and well
children in the afternoons. Her
office hours are Monday, Wednesday and Thursday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Tuesday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. On
Friday and Saturday mornings, Dr.
Alexander will be seeing only sick
patients, and appointments are
necessary. She can be reached al
753-9723.
Her husband, Dr. Kern Alexander, is President of Murray State
University. Their blended family of
seven children includes: Kern III,
King, Klint, and Kane Alexander
and Anne, Liz, and Janet Dedman
(ages 19 to 31).

• 2 Meats • 4 Vegetables • 2 Roces • Roll • Dessert

Daily Chinese Dish -

starting $2.55

• Entree • Egg Roll • Rice • Sesame Seed Wong
0N)k
c.os•
C14.1e\

Ho's Kitchen
Hwy 641 S • Murray Ky • (502)7533788 k 502)753 5986
7 Days A Week • 6 a m -2 pm i5 p m -10 pm

Call your local chapter
r A00-525- WALK
Joan Ow Campaign for Healthier Babies

The 57th annual members' meeting of the
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will be held in Carlisle County on Saturday,
July 8, 1995, at 2:00 p.m., at the Arlington First
Baptist Church Joy Center, Arlington, Kentucky.
Registration will begin at 1:00 p.m.
West Kentucky RECC manager, Michael L.
Alderdice, will deliver the welcoming address to be
followed by various reports, including his annual
message to the members.
Three directors will be elected for three-year
terms during their meeting. The nominating committee met on May 11th and nominated Paul Burd,
Marshall County; Ralph Edrington, Carlisle
County; and Ted Lovett, Calloway County. Benny
Adair, Marshall County, was nominated by
petition.
Attendance prizes will be awarded at the
conclusion of the meeting, including some
children's prizes.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
West Broadway • Mayfield, KY 42066
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PAS MEDICARE
l‘FORMAT10%

VCR
Microwave
Repair
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NEEDED Chemotry luter
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NEED experienced me
chew to wort On smile
marine ewes pay corn
measures with capon
enoe Send oover leter and
resume to P0 Box 10404
Marray, Ky 42071

HAWKINS RESEARCN
NOW LOCATED AT
13044 CHESTNUT IN
11* OUDELAND SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA
CALL 743-700t

Medware suppierneni
nor
mssininse
suwdansed in 10
plass and we sense
all 10
The pert A destiactable
you. Of your
insuranc&.
must pay has beat
increased to 5716 an
1995
For more onformauon
call
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
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753-4199
or nationwide
1-805455-4199
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Ward Elkins
753-1713

OUTLAW Construcbon
We custom build log homes
& hem tog home supplies
tor the do S yourself wean
Approval. losneed. general
contactor with 25n5 experience VA-FHA-2-1O
HBW,warranty Ford your
log home roods call Shannon Ham' 502-4369210

"our 33rd year of ser..ce-

OPEN Rua Maw Aurora
Clos•d
Op•n 5pm
Mon.-Tues Pure salads.
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.

low of the
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:ademy of
well as a
in College
;to see sick
sand well
ons. Her
f, Wednes. to 5 p.m.,
p.m. On
rnings, Dr.
only sick
nents are
reached at

Take a break front the
sununer haat Rent•
pontoon Of waverunnet for a day of fun on
the lake. Call Cypress
Springs Resort at
502-436-5496.

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rote Effective April 1. 3995

CaN 753-1916 for details.

rn Alexanirray State
d family of
: Kern III,
Alexander
•Dedman
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blockrodrosgakk
•
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Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

•al chapter
WALK

753-0113

Dixieland Center

tbs.' Babies

Come see the blooming Daylillies, Japanese
Iris and Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
Fro* Plant With This Coupon

9
0-

Open Garden Daily 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

C&C 9ursenj

y,
St
Y.

753-2993
Rd (Happy Holiday

94E turn left on Van Cleave
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd )cum left let
house on left (approx. 1/4 mile)

you have acne prone skin, facial
scars, fine lines? Would you like to have
firmer, softer, younger looking skin in
weeks? Try Glycoligue-3 Step Skin Repair. Buy a starter kit and qualify for the
"Peel Dear.
DO

L.
)e
al

A new you in lour weeks
No Gimmicks.
Ask about our natural nail care program
Now you can have pretty hands & nails
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
(reg $2200)

Acrylic Nails - $25.00
With any hair service receive 15%
off any nail or foot care service
or vice versa.

Fringe Benefits
11:--t '1

11 id .

Hair & Skin • 759-1874

Whit.

10e1,f.

Nails • 753-1137

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!

ie

Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the

money

under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY

FOR A RATE

QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
769-4199 or 1400455-4199_
906 Sycamore, Murray. Ky.

•
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I$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free into Send
self addressed stentped
envelope to Aladdin Dept
46, 302 N A S Or Sues
171, Corpus Crewe Ti
711418

PART—TIME Someone to SEE HAWKINS REwork in load concession SEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
weekends 4742100
FURNITURE NEEDS
PART time offios work, at 7497001.
bemoans. 5 dep. Sirs per
seaters Inn seeking
wound Send re SNORT ON MEMORY OR
expenenced maintenance day. year
0 Box 104004 HARD DRIVE SIZE. SEE
P
to
sume
person Please apply et
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
42071
Ky
Murray,
person for 6110i0W0
DIXIELAND CENTER
PLAYERS wanted sum- 753-7001
AUTOMOTIVE eignment
mer 8 bell toque 3 man
Ochre:San wanted. light
me:Amami work, Wow- lean now tinning League
Call
ledge of Hunter wheel begone July 111th
alignment prolonged. Con- Br•aktim• Bollards
ANTIOUES by Si. piece or
tact Dennis English. 759-9303 for down
7530433 day
753-2617.
PROOUCT1ON PERSON- collections
night
NEL Day stift benefits at or
AVON earn 4841Mir FuN
tar probation period Pro- CASH paid for good. used
or part time No door to
61kor riles. shotgun*. and pis
duction ploy up to
Benefits
door
after 33 days with oorn- tols Benson Sporting
1400-827-4640 IND/REP
pany Apply in person at Goods. 519 S 12th
AVON soll at work, home, Mid- America Homes, Inc. Murray
anywhere! Be your own Hwy 641 Bypass, 13sonton.
KY 42025 502•527-5006 USED 250 or 500 gallon
boss! Earn 50%
Call
Mod- Amortize Homes is wi propane tank
Ind/Rep
1-800-539-4528
Equal Opportunity 759-9752
BiG Apple Cale, Puny's/. EmPloYet1 ti)
Tn,a now himg cooks, pert
Ankles
line or full bine Apply in SAFETY advisors,
For Sift
Compel
me.
$2150/per
11am
after
person
will train, call Mon-Fri ALPINE 11 band passive
1-901-247-5798.
only
9am- 1pm
E0 with built in crossover
CHURCH custodian 615-399-8269
and sub- wader hook ups
needed, light maintenance/
SHONEY9 Inn is accept $170 753-4082
housekeeping. wit conmg applications for room BOGARD Trudurg and Ex
sider pen time or AA time
attendant Housekeeping cavaing, Inc We haul top
Ideal situation for retiree
herokil but not sod, gravel. 61 diat white
Send resume to P.O. Box experience
apply in rock, rip rap Mon Fri
Memo
necessary
42071
10401, Murray, Ky
person
8- 4prn. 753-2446
COOKS & dahwashers tor
dancers
WAITRESS,
ENCLOSED utility trader
day & night shifts for Murray
HOUSO Cate. 6x10x6ft high. $1000. obo
& Hazel restaurants. Apply wanted DM
901-62-4297
502-247-8754 otter 5pm
in person. Ann's Country Pans, TN.
Kitchen.
WEEKEND babysitter EXTRA long ten size corn
or dote adiustetile bed Weed
DERMATOLOGY of Mur- needed in my home
759-9510 remote control includes 30
ray requires pest Nme office yours. To inquire
minute massage. •475
help, 30- 35hrs par week If
4345610
070
you can type. work well wit,
Domestic
people, have a pleasant
FOLDING disappearing
& Childcare
upbeat attitude & enjoy
stairways, $49 95 Big
working in a smell eel run CLEANING houses
my selection of cultured marble
office, we want to hear from business. Reliable and ex- sink to, cheap Paschall
you. Please submit resume perienced, references. Cal Salvage, Hwy 641 '1. mee
to 300 S. Elth St., Suite Linde 759-9553
S of Hazel 901-498-8964
281W, Murray, Ky 42071.
reahouses,
dean
FOR sale almost new wedWILL
Al potential candidates will
be contacted personally for sonable rates, reverend's ding dress Cal 759-2541
or 759-9215 leave
interview. No phone calls 437-4064.
INDS1141911
please.
WILL dean houses, reitDO you need a GED? Do sortable rates reliable ser- GOOD dean used leen
you need hope for the fu- vice, have openings on mowers, clearance prices,
hire and help to get a sold Mon, TUO6 Wed CM De- J D Cub, Sews & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
career? We have 22 JOB nise at 753-8086
247-4456
openings for people 16 Ihru
21 that are not full time high
HARDWOOD flooring school students. Call
$1 29 per sq ft . delivered
753-9378 Fhift days•week
Kin dried hardwood also
between 8nOwn-3.00pm.
avadabie 502-526-2824
This propecta funded by FOR see. Fully equiped
the Job Training Partner- beauty shop. Pleasant lo- LARGE Oa•CLilhea desk. 6
ship Act through the Ken- cation, ideal for single oper- drawers. $290 Black
tucky Department for Em- ator. 489-2016 or leather *wove IPXOCUOV•
ployment Services and the 753-7161. pease leave desk chair. $140 (2)
2-drawer filing cabinet.
West Kentucky Private in- message.
dustry Council This a an FRANCHISE for sale Es- metaUwoocf. $25 each
Equal Opportunity prog- tablished territories in Ky, Armchair, red, $125
ram. Auxiliary aids and ser- Tn, II, Mo 502-753-1300 Dresser. 5 drawers. 6135
vices are evadable upon 9A- 6P_ 100 year old indus- 759-4433
request to individuals with try, 25 year old company NEW mete siding & rooting Cover 36 out to length
EXPERIENCED travel RETAIL franchise oppor- in 10 colors, galvanized
agent needed full or part tunity, existing locations and *volume Secandwy
Call I wadable Portable carlime Send resume to P0 available.
port kits 489-2722 or
Box 430, Gdbertsville KY 1800-277-3276.
489-2724
42044
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finish work
Must be a perfectionist
436-2766

EXPERIENCED auto body
nommen, excellent salary
and tensile Send resume
with phone number to P0
Box 1040K, Murray. Ky
42071

EXPERIENCED once per
sonnet with medical insurance fing skit for busy
medical practice Pleasant
atmosphere. competeeve
wages Send resume to
P0 Box 1040L. Murray.
Ky 42071.
GENERAL Laborer Riotaarements we must be
honest, hard worker, teethed'. wiling to work hi
bine Send bnet resume &
phone number toPO Box
1044.1, Murray. Ky 42071
HAIRDRESSER assisivit.
mature, dependable &
licensed need only apply
Cal 753-4263

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

KITCHEN poeillons open.
AA ems experience re
eared Apply in person bethasen 2 & 4pnt Bea does
0 Tempielons Rest 102
lath

MOVING ris FrieldWro
tabu WIWI* weilm
ceding lir miolas

1

NORTHiniN0 Mobile
Hones Pan 75$9466

E111 taws

Rowels

Anytime By Appointment

*

502-759-1333 ,
Servics and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & TIMIS
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11,003$16.000or more
per yew
If 'merest/id contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times and
complete • resume No phone cells please
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HALEY S AUTO SALES
' • • •. for 1.1,
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RRA• 1666r%)
, Apart
ewes now lexweene apse
cabons Mr 1 25r ripen
moms Kroh in swoon
t 30p on Sion Mon Fri
1409 Duciud Or

DOWNTOWN oaks space
NICE 3/te apt envie As
across from oourthouse
ANTIQUE walnut bed
locale an ownous dome
use
all
meeting
$96ino
6450 7332751
wee than donnis to sesu
bes Also nee ease 04 01
to. oehase 2
sepnoohl sum. 4pc 2 fic•s with windows eery very
tem beds with frame 2 $605nno minima at usi Poop* 000nno 3 poop.
$450 mo 753 2339 or
vieserbed mattresses 1
we 753 1266
733 5757
queers 1 lung eveN heeler•
ewe cold t v 2 maple OFFICE or buswiess IOW NOW
•concierons
doe. chne cabinet soh sq ft 308 11 12111 next et kir Seder•tee rent hirrua
fovea 7S3 9212
light & glass shaves
etc) Apply vi parson at
4925115
FiCE or mend burkerc Southside Manor 006
zoned 82 approx 1600 sq 9roed St Extended be
FOR sale eves piece bed
room set consomme d • It NE corner 13th • Pop even Sam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
headboard and baboon! la cAri 733500*
adaptable O salter AA or RETAIL or 011oe Space vi Housing Opporainey
Queen size chest and S Side Shopping Center
VERY nye 25' 1 bath Geri
dresser met seethed me
7534509 or 75341612
Pal we heat aisalric am
rot excellent condition
applienc•s furnished
Cal 7534890 "Aar Nen or UNIVERSITY Square 1250
n0 I nio deposit 1yr
,
space available central
leo,• message
tease no pee 7632906 or
gas central es sky bght
7537538
HIDABED couch. $125
retie ancl or oftioe specs
5prn
after
435-4236
Pugh vatic wee 753 1492
ask tor Loretto
LARGE entertgrnmera can
le. cherry finish. enoslent
condition. $300 Small
breakfast table with 2
1622 1 ARMER Stir 1 Wei
doors. *scalene condition
appliances
g•rag•
1 2.380 sots Furnished
$250 CM 759-4941 alter
very rice new MSU No washer & dryer $405/no
50m
7 5 3 1 2 5 2 316 it 641 35' Ii beet
pets
days.7530601 after Span appliances washer
dryer $4313ino 762 4483
1913 W1SWELL Rd ewe from e
bergs luxury 2br apt oen
.
"
And
Ire gas hie. 'epitomes
lurnehed no pink Haw &
deposit required Call
NOTICE
753-7186

1

1

Country Pleasures

Hazed apt has Its apt
available must be 62.
handicap or doses Caa
or
492 $ 7 2 1
502 527 8574

Antiques & Colette"
Is back.
Grand Opening
July 1St

1BR duplex on Hwy 290
energy efficient No pee
$285/mo •d•posit
753048 before 9pm

Refreshments Served
Browsers Welcome

acCepleg consigrvnent
isms now
Boort spear Or rent

753-1139

IBR patio w d hook up
nice yard no pets
6435/mo 7336931

1 ROOM efficsency. asp
new MSU. pane use's*
furnished Acetate now
Cabmen RE, 753-9999

2 BOTTOM plows 611 cask,
541 & 61* bushhogs, used
finish mowers, Sn 800. 800
& 3.000 Ford tractors
502-623-6363
COTTON
753-0656

wagon

IN TE RNAT10NAL 'Super
C'tractor it good condition,
wheel weights. now battery. 2 row cult/vat/ors,
$2.000 753-3547

ALL beds & supplies 30%
t ROOMS tor rental 1614 off Ava s Aviary 515 S 741
Olive Utilmes furnished St 7594119
Share kitchen. loving room BLUE Heeler puppets
& bathroom lacdoes Walk 530ve 753 0602
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9998
29R 1 bah furnished, 1
dock from AMU CUTE
roomy! Lawn care Pro
tided 11350rito, lease, de
pose no peel 753-8734
243R both & duplex. 1909
Wowed Rd 754 1506 or
753-6266
29R duplex, townhouse
, house appliances
P
furnished Rent varies
$3513 430 Cal 753-1266
be more details

A FIREWOOD for saki
437-4667
213

C.asete..41041.01 mate term
twt reentered eery good
pel for wee seseetts
pounds 11126 4315580
DOG obedeme deems or
pricese Serving Murray 14
yowl 438 211611
FOR sa• AliC revered
O•irriet.en puppies
11125wse 601 352 2416

lied
Isles
ar.

HALEY Appraisal Servos
Bob Hairy stab cerseed
Call 400 2256
HOUSE an acreage 2 296
753 1300 10a Sp
09 2116 7p 1( For sae
or rem barns Lame a c
Our*, dart reed 753 1300.
4110 2116
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers wising to purchase
hornee all pace ranges if
you we lholung 01seen;
contact one di our court,
ous and profession&
eons at 753 1222 or slop
by atom at 711 Men St
1.11UR CAL %GOV proles
alone me •GIOIS menses
resent nseatlenbi comer
oral (allow us to hwicle your
real este, heedeches) A
wet culling moony, en
provng mcwe 753 4444
T AXE•look rnslue an ober
25' Weire property Wean
Realty 121 South Cab
753 500

38R house On Poplar St for
rent 753 3300

1BR furnished apt
$200/ma plus devout no CREEKVIEW Sell stores'
pow, Hwy 121 at the tee warehouses on Center
Dreve behind Shonwy
grounds 7513139
620 $40,rno 7594001
now
IBA, rice. eralabe
NEW mini storage tor rent
Cotentin RE 753990
Al sizes Cal Neon Beech
1 OR 2br apes near down
Storage 753 3853
town 'Away 753 4109

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center

Peopsny
JUST reduced 2 adpcwwg
take front too 'nth bee
frontage of 2936 toolung
strarcht clown mein chart
net Leong Isaiures 40ft
docA septic & wed Cal
Kopperud Rorafty beery he
ackloonal information on
MIS 000020 Call Rick
Kopperud Reek, 753 1222

2 LOTS in Preston Koos
HI wino svaSable lot ere
1001230 each 753 974*
BEAUTIFUL Sal lot all
underground coy utliess vi
dudrg gas Last wenn*
lot in Preston Neighs" O
cated behind Gaember
ough $13 900 753 2339

Help Wanted
Kantudiy f-ned Clucks is MMus% for help 11 you ars
energetic. 060Ottialktff and Like priapic we enzmt4 tar 10
meet you
* Feed Service Workers
• Ciseureer Utak* 91i attars
ft Mem Leder'
Above averse stansts eatery One ewe paid ...Gessoes
and usulorm furnished
Apply In pence at she bloomy Kentucky Fnrd ()wire
restaatmeet, EOL/MA

KFC

28A dudes. oeMral Pte.
available now. 1375/mo
Coleman RE 763 9098

Meceleasous
WANTED 10 people who
need to lose weight•mine
money to best new peened
weight loss product Phone
1 800417 7311 Or demote
Cd today. cal now'

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 s.m.-4:00 p.m.

HELP WANTED Pan time
cook. AA nee vosiesse Will
wen Cal 4742256
HINTON & Son's Cash &
Carry now accept% ape&
croons for AA embracery/
sales poison 1.6ist be at
West 111yrs old with a void
drovers license Away In
44151
person at 621
next door to D&T Foods

& heeds

I 2X65 3 bedroom, newly
remodeled on
we is
need lot Must we at $6250
753-4012, leave message
1980 LIBERTY 14270 3tx 1
bath asking $7.000
502-527-1957
1943 14x 70 38R VA both
at kitchen 'potencies. can
Ine hoe, aft. new carper
'font deck and meal slot
age budding Al must be
moved Cal 7592562

29A duplex in Northwood
754 4406
29R Embassy Apwenants
central gas heel. available
row $300/rno Coleman
RE, 733-9508
2en upsilon act 1134 S
1341 St deposit 6 lease
no peas 753 4001 Isere
KENTUCKY Leis. Lake
lend Westty Yaeger Its
apartment. utilities in
carded rent based on it
cams 564 ceder. handicap
& disabled Equei Housing
Opportunity
502 364SUS
LARGE Its apt 2 walk in
dower closer then dorms
very low Weems 4225imo
person $260gono 2 people
753 2330 or 76357117

1994 BUCANEER 14x52
2br 1 both 3yrs warranty IAURCAL Apartmenes now
left Locoed at Fox Mee =PON) applosems for
does. $15.000 759 9311
1 2 and Mx aparenanis
Phone 750 4964 Equal
Housing Opportunity
Noble
Num For Row

PARTS DIRECTOR
An aggressive, knowledgeable,
growth-oriented person required.
Must have working experience in
automotive related parts, acquisition and sales. Excellent
benefits: health insurance, 401K
retirement plan, uniforms, training opportunities, paid vacations
provided. This is an opportunity
to grow with us.
Respond to.

Pepper's Chevrolet
Olsmobile Cadillac Geo
2420 E Wood •

Paris.

TN 38242

800-325-3229

Call 901-642-3900 for appointment
Ask for Doug Peppers
'

Fisher-Price
38P1 rules in New Con
cord. $150/mo Call
436 2427

I

lbws Lan Per RHO

I

MOBILE Hoene Village
Mem now turnitNe0
Coleman RE 763-114116

NEW perk now moon
home. only Concrete
Weiss 11 man Tann -up AV wear $100mlo
102*NS

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
spoliation, are now being accepeed for producuon operator posstions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off tune)
• S how fixed (Moadsy-Pridsy. Firu/SecondiThird)
•Pridey, 9 a.m - I p mJ6 pm 10 pm)
• 4 how fixed (Moisdey.
Sarum pay rases we $5.59 for 12 hour work scheduks and S5 10 for
employment offer a
Sand 4 how. Poetic's lending In regular
top pay rase of 511.511 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got whet it lakes to wort with the workfs ben tornakers,
please comect:
Murray Esagienywess Agency
NI So. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 421171
TS1-2111

Olt

Aa keel Cteposeeney iteptorst 114/PRYV
•

Y
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• NICE web wit esamillent
wee 0
Ws ari
glialla Ern*
VIO
eta mew baking oil on
eon wee Over 2C1Ill lien
apt Roamed to $40 OCe
or tioln wis Mr Cal Reels
TS3 4444
lEAUTIF ut secluded
imitate; aft locielled in New
:sricard was est Mien as
arse ewe Sew WOW I
wow weeds tor niables
$7500 Col Krieger ue
753 1122 kt.341 3001114

ENJOY eiasi ~wry wog 11107 CUTLASS Illiorense
very mom 11
so 1;las /1 urge Or Inewarinee
Mem Aar war demi Call 1984858 Oar
•

MS PLYMOUTH K ow
NI
$1 798 t11117
Ion wasess X car $I MOD
NNW Feed pea up $I SOO
430 2274

FOR wee 411, /4 billi
dew none new dews
teen 133 000 Call
75.32839

CHElier Lanese Ewe
1100ses 3 1 V4I Mae
lawn wheels Sc pre
was elt chase very deer
car $7 966 obo 71181173

FOR sae by owner under
oweitrucion Apedy tor you
July 156i 3/mr 2 balll ui
betwooniplas wheasoil
SOUTIOVEST was
WI casings hardwood
acre bulding kres sect, ens• 110011 0441004
2004t read Vona"' re beserice leas or close%
1112 SOO
stfict•d
3000 mg k in Souessreet
436 4541 saes. Sprn
• Subtfrneori Cal noir
at 7334673
Fans
Per Sas
03 ACRES sa fenced in
s-irveyed 2 bans a garage
2 sIttal takianas too shed
lor do.bleiviide ash nom
'oar•carport sided pond
muted with Ian Shown by
appeintni•nt only
436 5601
3.3 ACRES stocked take
1enced pastso• green
nose 14'70 3br mobile
'WI RN" Es
Pone COW,
1539198

'545 ifyi-ItPooclowi L L
2.3ty 2 bell wriei large
osin firepsoe A wcriderful
Nome • greet neighbor
NoicsI Cal 153 2070 Sere
massage
29A I tot, nom, on 2
acres Nos 20s24 garage I
'‘as bow remodeied west
' Stuffily $35 000
362 2485
2SR 1 bell nnyi siding
ywdvi
ben priced lo sell at
135000 Cal 7531663

%am, %wooed

2BA 1 bat% Imps lot in
town pustannee housing
CS' awslabis 1.10 10 100%
u‘snong available Call
Grilly
59 200'
Pr winos
2BA 2 RA bats central
^- a 1 460 so ft or sang
was spill• 5'2 sq ft d
e•apped ao,.rd pod+
-oar conform peep 2 car
garage NAV owed drue
way iiscieriert well aster.
pangx acre is* located
^ coi.i"try $73 800
43'4300
29R did% lust outside city
%nuts survoorn carport
antra Ns $67900 Cote
man RE 7539898
348R trick 1 bee, 1 car
wage over 4 acre lot.
,.ynniwood Estat•s
$0000 7536561

III *witty. epeeist assierol.
lee, @pose sad leaden
beporterd as yew? Then
tring your taw* to else Was
Mr name wet We of walnut
cabinetry esinniilw system
huge rec room study
Serge perking area. basket
bee cast bewAilirl private
backyard weft Serge is
soften gazebo smiled'
aft possession Priced in
✓s 180s Call Franks, at
Kopp•rud Rutty.
75.3-1222
NEW 2 sexy brick home in
City 4br 24 bath
751) 2571 435 4013 or
£354040
NEW 3tir homes pnced
70s 11103s Mariana avast
able wit consider wade
7533672 after Spni
NEW affordable homes
aty Saw% at mud
2-3m
WI finanang available
payments Wes then rent
Srkrivailia sten sewers
curbs1 al underground
Ottawa 753-4444

•

'55,900; your ticket to an

unbelievable
1555 sq. ft BRICK home. Three bedrooms. 2 full baths. 28 great room,eat-in
kitchen, large master suite. vaulted ceiling,fireplace.central heat lk air and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl
space. Garage. basement and other options a vita table

Mosey-lasi
C.easseere
Ask Far Omits

MIN HONDA Plearde 11
$4 500 Cad 431117S

1181

1992 HrukiDiA Eientre
Sc pis Ssp surwoof tow
men eacellent oondslon
Wong 16500 7531410
1903 FORD Escort 40
39,JMX miss
Ifsei as
IS 900 1962 Buck LoSa
twe Mingled. champagne
gob lealbar 36.XXX nide'
$13 500 75.35.500

1184 PONTIAC Grand Am
red

CD plans. 3 XXX

miss $11500 753-5600
we tor Debbie abs' Spri%
753 6633
CHRYLSER LeBaron oon
%farads 1986 bled% Aryl
neat whim cassette en
gine I soh top work
n•ed•cl $t 200 firm
753 2429

Sharp 19Cavalier 724,
57.000 =lea. A1.(/1.14
cam. A/C. PAS. WS,
tilt cries. searool,
wheels.
$5.500 or
OBO 502-436-54%

1990 FORD Aerostat. Edde Barer Edon.$C=
502-474-2796

1992 DODGE Caravan,
one owner. 36.XXX inks.
NEW home Coles CarflP
1.900 756-1620
round Rd 3br 2 bath central gee aelectnc 1900eq ft
bvivg was on 122 was
rweCal lAx Cal Realty
75.34444
1969 RED slepaide Chew
WALK to clew IASU b. roust pick-up. $3.000
Weibel McCombs and 753-2791
the Dairy Queen and sill
irse an one of Moray s
mow beieuekr streets On
Oboe EISA we here a 5br 3 1976 JEEP Cherokee.
beet house 2 story home
11.800 or trade 753-0602
dining
we% tonsil bving
room ileff•Of room %mei fire- 1990 BLACK Dodge Rini
place newly remodeled ail Charger. 4x4, excelbnt
white kachen inti beautiful ciondeson, pnoscl to sell
*lend plus a AA essay 753-1766
Pnce reduced- immediate 1990 NISSAN pick-up arc.
possession 4 large beisuo sport
wheels. excellent
hi Ices MI will trees in
03•1C14100 1101119 $5.400
Gesesborough Call Peet 759-1410
Waldrop 753-9662 or
753-7249
1990 TOYOTA 4i4 am4m
sir, 5sp. 4cyl. 78.XX X
miss new Wes. $9.000
obio 474-8679

1968 YAMAHA Warrior
360 nod white. runs good
38R 1 bath bg home 1250 look$ go4xl. must sea
so 4 central his vaulted 81 700 Call after 6pm
,asilings great room oath 489-2820
,•ciac• patio aria
1990 KATAMA 600 greet
S62 700 4896075
ooncbson $2 erx) S.
3BR duplex for sal* met 753 2902
'S3-7947
1964 BIG e•Of 4 wheeler
38R duplex for sale 4x4 04•1 wind exceleni
'SS 5114
condition both set of reds
c0F1 sate by owner 3 or $4 SOO Call atter 7pm
4b. 2, bees fi 10h ose 4924761
rva hardos•00d GOONS 000
1994 TIIABERWOLF
Nilidaos %whirlpool $2660 753 2791
•
oat 16.'24 master bed00erl Ca of closets In
'
Scuinwest school district
00 Cat AlbrI06 an 2 lictia
ma, 3000 shop Must se*
iha none Call now at 19790105 VI 4. wc
cruses 91 XXX mess very
'534873
$975 obo
4. ACRES 40r Pick. 2700 dependable
75.33900
io Pt survoorn central
• bern lanced tor horses
1963 FORD Crown Vic
3mi south of Murray
Iona the cer e wortrad out
$'19000 75.31901
of and runs everyday
106 XXX miss n•w
4436:1
allsched large brakes new was $1 500
I ot spinners herdwood
obo 759 9320 or 762 4496
loots fabalous stooge
(Jennaer)
owe. 2500 sq Pt near
"CU $84900 7534661
1964 POP4T1AC Bonneviie
4dr new was good condi
FOR Investors 2812 sq ft eon $1 250 75.3 7203
nee dupe" Fall Brook 1986 GRAND An. fully
Sub R•ntal income loaded with sunroof a low
$11COvno Price $130 000 iniespe 7534586
492-8616 or 762 7221

saw maw* A

4PE

▪ bio et Temassams Pik
omerereent
wee wane
es Mug adi Proved at
SIMI 000 Cal ler deleas
end maim Gilkey 21
Caseeson FMellr Co Inc
221 Tyson Aare Pars TIi
38242 601 342 9164
et 1 SOO 487,I18

Wye Iry lot i 1082i 7 .1
Nee subdwasar, nee to
Dais Country Club
7535881

YLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

C.

of America
14A/D ger V also
wie. wawa*
•• Lames

Model Available: 502-554-3267
Or 24 fillfDay Call 1100-5119-3802

i'"=

11'.."1

RIM
OW Olt

1991 CHEVY pick up. red,
red New inn and exhaust
loaded up. very clean
753 7976
1094 MAZDA 133000 SE
V-6 at AM'FIA cassette.
S-speed bedew 29XXX
mites ivarrenty $10,800
do 7599060
FOR sate 1968 Chevy
Severed°, black I gray with
gray interior, loaded.
79)00( miss 527.5294 after Sprn
FOR sale 1971 1 Ion
Chevy %stocker needs mootor fast sell. $2,000
642 7669 Isere message
and number

MOWS $0., $8am
1198 OTX3_.14.710
aft Hog ger
11831P
$2.711 437 4723

III PAINTING. lime GM POCKY Cobol. Name so
=Wm 36" apeinwso. SO.pfsewasa3 swab% sal
tgais
osalleol nen Miaow Call wig
areade harm so
bine
7314312
Oar Free eabasales
LAW lirellisis Ties We- 474-3307
5764
woe 103-4311SEAMLESS wows snLAMB'S Tree Sensoe tree misled taiddltala sw saw
idialidde I 0410104111 dad Matadi SOWN Char Co
▪ Ime 438-2300 Poe
7634433

V/61614111141f.JUNE 111. PPM
own
(Fes your pasmilmall deity him Dior horoacope. bend on your
date of tuft. all I-11113-91111-7781. Your phone couppony will tall you 99
gam a misae.)
VIRGO Aug 23-Sept. 22i•
NAM IMRTIODAY! I4 11
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE A (ss-of-tovai travel isay not be part
series of Coieebsecliire chows will of your plans today.. Be flexible
Failing to keep a promise to an
help you snake a successful new
renpoisane contact will cane laming
cooperation
of
promise
A
start

lendem
°Owed

Lamm" ammo blow SUREWAY Tree I lump
lisp* !emcee anel
Asmatill Irewired alai Si
par kr 48maws end ewe 0.04 equorrsent Res es

boosts your spants. Do nal let unrealistic eapectatioos or someone's
chronic dissatisfaction chip away at
your confidence. Work mei romance
link up early in 1996. Be discreet.
Travel abroad looks highly reward-

WORD
lam best
talt, RIM seam I aseest 2
depla bider% bre wall
Allansen
war
6i4e is•••• $13.600
474 30118

33F T LONG Coachman
1979 camper. 5111 wheel.
ruc•Ilent condition
436-4564

mews
I Mien
176 FT ARROWGLASS
Mu boat 140hp 1.1) S3 800
753 1404 or750-9240
19110 VIP 1811 runaboUt.
fleip Johnson. looks good.
rwis rest MI equipment
included. 11%700 obo
74349196

els weeders dsain
saws and movers Prompt
dependeble serwase 48
wont gueranesed with over
dOrs Otadalltde Pick im
and datreery atraGiblo Business 4926437 after Spon
4412 116411

500CC excellent
mechanical oonditiOn $5,500 for
pair with trailer or
$2.800 each without trader 060
502-436-5496

1011111114X.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22). Your

time we Day or 'nett.
75.154114

Itiss
Your
Paper?

Call
753-1916

FOR SALE - NEW HOME

BACKHOE Servioe, comdew foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt. Construcbon Phone 492-8516.
pager 762.7221
BOATS tor rent call tor
rates and kinds, also uWity
trailers 753-3547
BOBS Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832
BUILDER, new homes, additions. garages. framing
starting at $2 a square ft
Sorry no roofer or cabinet
maker Tripp Williams
753 0563
BUSHHOGGING Gardens
plowed disked, driveways
Milt Jones
graded
437-4030
BUSHHOGGING blade
work lawn mowing 8 wee
dewing 489-2077
CARPET 8 Upholstery
Cleaning Special $2500
per room Free SoolchGerd
Deodorizing
1502-436-2654
CARPORTS tor ors and
trucks Special sizes tor
moor home. boots RVs
arid sec Excellent proweon, high quality, exciplent
value Roy HI 7594664

CHINChime Chimney
Ssreepe hes 10% sensor
cream decounis We sell
chanrwry caps and saws
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wars Recovery. lAurray
4365660
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Coohng Service Corn
pleW installation and ser
vice Call Gary at
759 475.4
CUSTOS. buidowng and
bathos work. septic system'. 3541161 after 4011.1.
Horace Shaw

'DAVID'S cleaning stir
HMIS 17fT Thundercraft boss Woolson vinyl, tusk
mks tx3et 1401,10. tools II dm,ways. edemas. merum greet $4400 see at bde homes. R 750-4734
Mansard Island Resort
DRYWALL. krealteng, re
901 442 5590
pars. adons and blow
1990 CHAMPION bees erg cengs 753-4761
boat duel cionsote. 181t.
HANDYMAN Senna, Cal
loaded
kept inside
front &S. tree eshesele.
$15,000 438-2242
r•altOts sitcoms
436.2722

2 - 1992
Yamaha
Waverunners

revets. Act responsibly Go skis in

enjoyment of the day is likely to
mum on a love or business minershop. Promote a new venture to peoTHE Chiles Co Seanteee
ple in a position to help it along.
ahwerwie guests vane,/
ON
Keep all financial dealings strictly
BORN
TIES
ris
ERRI
PW
L
li
E
C
ingnc
of colon Licensed. 10aboveboard.
Bates.
Kathy
actress
DATE:
THLS
'lured Wind, ornsesdie
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
actress Danielle linsebois, director
7S0-46110
Work wornes could revolve around
Mel Brooks, football player John
LAWN care. mowing a elm 1000 Riesling. free ewe
job security or the difficulty in
away.
melee Call 492-11657 deg
A I Tree prolesesonals ming 4332530
pleasing someone powerful. Do not
19):
-April
21
(March
ARIES
cx night
Sarno removal tee spray. LAWNS
rhour•d
in your favor brood. Inner serenity is required for
moving
are
Things
e.g. @ening Murray. Callo- (302)759 3133
WALT1ER111 Cessereeling, now; additional money becomes long-term success. Diplomacy will
way County since 1960
Gerald Welters, orsower.
available. Those you love are more avert conflicts at home and work.
Free eassnales 438-2247 LEE'S Carpet Cleaning Vinyl siding painting
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
in tune with your emotions. Say
arise% upholstery free decks additions roohng
or 4924737
You can expect to have the sup21):
tears.
and
733-5627
fears
to
-good-byeesamalas
20yrs experience tee estiA and A Lamb's lawn mow
of your associates. Teamwork
port
20):
20-May
(April
TAURUS
rig, 501 hauhng. Vi. Inm LICENSED for eascInc arid mates 7532502
boost profits. Employ high
helps
will
problem
sensitive
a
out
Waking
2528
ming Mirk 436
gas 753- 7203
WOOD VCR- repairing
technology to speed production.
patience. Although
great
require
yds camcorders, microALCOA vinyl wing & Vim MO GENERAL CONYou could find the love of your life
waves. Mon. Fri 0-12, 1-5, domestic life may seem monotonous
MAINTEI
STRUCT)ON
Eli
%windows
Replacement
an unlikely setting. Avoid soundan
in
of
out
be
to
happy
are
you
times,
at
he estimates 753-0630
NANCE carpentry. paint
Speed 4928100
judgmental.
ing
Evening
situation.
e.g electrical siding other TEBS VCR Repair- he unpleasant career
(Dec. 22-Jan.
CAPRICORN
visitor.
welcome
a
bring
ALL around howling mow •
may
maint
apt
$15.
ing tree work sink dean (502)436.2619 fax or estimates. cleaning
20): 19): Sign a loan for a new enter-June
21
(May
GEMINI
averag• r•pair. $30
up dearwq out gutters. modem wail
prise. Your health could suffer if
You may have to revise your out753-3557
2967
436
Joe
you do not strike a better balance
meditation
of
period
A
bit.
a
look
MULCH. delevered Munay
between work and relaxation. Watch
AU. carpentry 15yrs sip. area 4363360
helps you put things in better perwhat you say to someone who is
foundations stabs, sidewspective. Tempers could flare if othunder the weather.
alks dnveways buildings. PAINTING int sit all
feeling
overtime.
work
ers are forced to
remodding repairs, AGC types of home repair. free
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
check.
in
temper
your
Keep
estimable Call anytime FREE puppies 4 pus,
conflux, 489 2214
CANCER (June 21-July 22): New employees or co-workers will
pan Sheppard I part
4365032
ANTIQUE refurshing fur
Chow Cal 901-644-7587 Although business developments lighten your workload. Stand up and
custom PLUIA134NG repairman with Wier 5pm
mho* repair
may stall in the morning, an after- be counted at a meeting; others want
same day service Call
woodwodung 7536086
noon breakthrough will put you to know your views. Getting details
436-5255
back in the running. Contact influ- and promises in writing will prevent
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
vinyl
washing.
ential people and ask them to inter- disappointment. Be quite specific.
Factory rained by 3 mayor PRESSURE
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
manufacturers AN work houses. house Voters. free
cede. An evening exercise session
refinancing project or investment
and parts warranted Ask esameles Cal 4892375
will help you relax.
for Andy at The Appliance REMODEUI40 and Insurproposal captures your attention.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Taking
Works 753-2455
a dare or an unnecessary risk would Someone urges you to become more
ance repairs. Cal us tor
APPLIANCE SERVICE all your construction
be a big mistake. Cultivate a modest efficient on the job. Creativity
Kenmore Westinghouse needs. ServIc• Pro
and prudent attitude. Luxury pur- abounds! Put your ideas in writing.
Whirlpool 30. years ex- 736-1774.
chases should be postponed until Socialize within a group tonight.
BOBBY
p•rienc•
you have more money in the bank. Introduce yourself to new neighbors.
HOPPER. 4365644
Plan inexpensive fun.
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic with
TODAY'S CHILDREN are cooperative, gentle and just a little afraid of
instellabon, repair. replace
competition. They may worry that, if they do their best, they will show up
rnent 759.1515
their friends. Wise parents will encourage these youngsters to participate in
BACKHOE Service - ROY
team sports where they will learn to take pride in their skills. Loyal and hosHILL Sepx system, dnvepitable, these Cancerians treasure their friends and family. They can be
ways. hauling. foundations
deeply wounded if this trust is betrayed.
etc 759-4664

Al AI A TREE SIENWICE
P edge memos Iseelecep
gm mulching & mike% haul
rig wan cemereng Clam
wpm* gerbegs Odd pbs
deo Al houseNd nes%
Foes asamean Ti. Lamb
4304744.

CARROLL'S Custom 9 den tilerig. grader blade
work, bush hogging loU
estimat•s
fr••
502-492-8622
22FT CAMPER' trailer.
Illfr•Ps 6 roof air
474-0116

ir•e
1101111111101111r I A

J IC AoCraft E.
n
si
doing annual=
ard general aroma mantis
nano, Al J I C Arsque
Airfield Hi" 90 East d
Stowers•West of Hardin
Cal Wore you come WI
1-302 527 2209
KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Mahe your aid
new scam with Formica Al
4010r4. tree ellarnitee
%Ws Recovery Oikarey.
KY 4311.56110

2128 Southwest Drive In Southwest Villa
2.186 sq. ft.. 3 br., 2 ba., wrIpool.. Peachtree
windows, gas heat, gas hot water heater,
double garage.

The Arts&Humanities.
There's something in it for you.

Avalabie in My. Cal Janet Housden at 753-009a

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
10 better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Brute Green

Building Contractors, Inc.

We Feature Name Brand Tires
Made in thtt U.S.A.
Laramie - Remington
Firestone - Michelin

!g;

•‘•

-Open Saturdays Unit Alecto-

Holland Tire Co.

i

East Main - 753-5606

FREE Estimates: 733-6343
0
.11a1WIIIW*111111

--

1ILIS'A
1
WIL-31

_ iFtg•
ltilii

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing is Kitchens & Bathrooms

zfigx,e June 30
AFoonle thru July 4

T. hip yes Om year New Miele or Bathroom

Call 753-6869
fir free quota or cesweltles.

Murray, Kentucky

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience

-

Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

Brolbetd,
atiek
ata* syvvo \p

Tree Nam;

Ns Estonia

Ti. Finnan
Lanctscipri;

11F s
111,
:
24W Sono
;
vi
"

Hap risimrc

Friday - June 23
Freedom Fest Beauty Pageant
Saturday - June 24
Freedom

Fest Beauty Pageant

TIM LAMB

July I

Country Music
Fest '95
fraturing

Tuesday - July 4

• 0.B. Boone Mancrisl Boy Scout Breskfut
Mace Sue- 5 Days
VFW Veins Memorial Service
Mu Hurt Merionalllotary Golf Tourney
Lions Club 51( Run
in the Park
Family
•
Murray Main Street Mile Run/Walk
Eck Parade

N,efit

Tree Service

00,10 & Operated By

Sulu r(filv

Melly Van Shelton
Friday - June 30
Hard Antme Dealers

A Bark m the Park
Lfprt Haulm Et

•

Saturday - July I
Walk Amnia fix

Holther Bakes

'fumy Optimists Club's

'Biggest Small Town Pride in Amen&
National Seoutua Mustwn Community
Appreciation Day

Child ID Frog=

Old Fulnoned Street Fur
Art and Craft Fair

Storyfest '95

Bed, White and Blue Art &Matto

Sorts Garda %cur Pull
Americo Rai Cr. Termis Toarnament

Mow wadi a Bane

Licensed I Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
Mar

Sunday - July 2
Ammo lad Crus Tiros Tommie
Tre• Sol *dog SW.sensor men

Briggs & Stratton
Firework.
Extr.ivaganfa

For more information call 759-2199 or stop at Freedom
Feet Headquarters,Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Centre- Hwy.641 N.for your FREE official
• 4,
--Frtondnin Feist *Seine Ovaids4

.;*

S

•

SaUlifiA• LEDGER I Tiho

•

LOOKING BACK

owe
sak

De Peter W. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT Do you have
miannatioe os shingles'
DEAR READER Shuigles (herpes
(meter) is a virus infection of the
nerves in the skin, usually involving
one or the other side of the body in a
band or swath
The herpes infection begins as
painful blisters that eventually cos
!elm,. break and crust over, often
causing a large area of raw, denuded
skin that heals slowly
All cases of shingles are uncomfort
able and unsightly during the acute
phase However. most eventually heal
without causing serious health problems Nonetheless, in about 10 per
cent of patients, an unpredictable and
dreaded complication develops post.
herpetic neuralgia. Marked by a virtu.
ally permanent form of chronic pain
that is often severe. this neuralgia is
exceedingly difficult to treat.
This is the reason that most physicians aggressively treat shingles with
anti-virus drugs iZovirax or Famvir)
or preclnisone. The earlier in the disease the treatment is administered.
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Herpes seater is related Is the
oodles pea vino. all adults welb shoe
Pis bow bad the diddles/ diseme
which apparently bermes re-artrvat
ed due to reasons that are pOOTI,
understood However. immure sal
function clearly ploys a role
ror example. shingles may be the
earliest manikstatios of a hidden
malignancy la some points. testae
is appropriate to iimestagabe the peso
bihty of an unsuspected cancer What
tests to get and how far to p depend
on the patient's age and general
health, as well as the physician's pre
CROOK

To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Viruses and Cancer" Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long. self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P 0 Box 2433.
New York. NY 10143. Be sure to men
tion the title
DEAR DR GOTT Please discuss
thumb and finger tremors. Are they
the beginning of Parkinson's disease'
DEAR READER. Tremors irhyth

ow shame er twitimag are in gen
era! classified as %muster, nten
weal or urnibiatary mimic
Voluatary tremors are MGM notice
abet dunes the performance of motor
acts such as eating or writing They
may be caused by a vane() of arum
logical disorders such as multiple
sclerosis, or they may simply be
inherited as benign essential
tremor Tremulousness is often
caused to stimulants such as cat
Wine and can reflect nervousness or
anxiety
In contrast involuntary tremors
appear at rest only they- disappear on
movement Parkinson s disease is the
most common cause of such tremors
Therefore, before answering your
question. I'd have to know the cinrum
stalwes associated with your tremors
In the event that you have a resting
tremor. Parkinson's disease is a pos
sibility and should be treated with
drugs, such as Sinemet
You should see a neurologist for
diagnosis Ask your family physician
to refer you
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
1.E1 HIM
OR LAllert,HE'S GoiNGlb perm c oo
THING THAT WU- LET US
KNCU1 Htl. WANTS IN.

tlarthoiosay. and lane Lyme
Jones. daughter of Dr and Mn
Doneld E loses. studems at Murray State University. are members
of the case at the semenar Theatre osidoor prodectsoa. ""Twologht
Cabaret. at Kentacky Dam VdLige State Part. accarthas to Dr
Ruben E lolutsou chasm's of
'Theatre Ant at IhISU
V ick ie Lyon Cammack and Harold David Travis were married in
a spnag ceremony at Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Church.
Benson
Mr and Mn Lather Easley
will be marned 50 years July 4
Thirty years ago
James A Rogers. Vernon
Anderson, George Ligon. Bob
Brown, James Harmon. Res
Thompson. Charles Nanny and
Charles Johnson were installed as
1965-66 officers of Murray Lions
Club at a dinner meeting held at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church
Joe Pat Thornton of Murray
has been called as minister of
Rat Rock Cumberland Presbyte
run Church near Fredonia
Births reported include a girl to

TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. June 27. the 178th day of 1995. There are 187
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 27. 1950, President Truman ordered the Air Force and
Navy into the Korean conflict following a call from the United
Nations Secunty Council for member nations to help South Korea
repel an invasion from the North.
On this date:
Five years ago: NASA announced that a flaw in the °chains Hubble
Space Telescope was preventing the instrument from achieving optimum focus.
One year ago: U.S. Coast Guard cutters intercepted 1.330 Haitian
boat people on the high seas in one of the busiest single days since
refugees began leaving Haiti following a 1991 military coup. President Clinton replaced White House chief of staff Mack McLarty with
budget director Leon Panetta. The dollar dropped below 100 yen in
Tokyo.
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Ten yews sce
A story about the Calloway
Cooney Spouse Abuse Center.
while. by Staff Writes Melia&
Wiggiataa. u published
Dr lames H Frank. professor
of Health. Physical Educatoon and
Rec moos at Murray State University. attended the Latham Ksatecky Sommer Leadership
Development Conference of
American Caster Society held at
Le/Lemma. He is co-chairman of
the conference
Births reported include a girl to
Mr and Mn Don Faustus. June
20.
Elks Hopitcamp and Allison
Can of Murray won honors in the
Hawaiian Tropic Junior Tennis
Tournament held at Murray•
Jerry Jones and daughter. Velvet, won the Kings and Queens
Golf Scramble held at Murray
Country Club
Twenty years ago
Fire destmyed the J T Todd
Clean-up Shop. located at Highway 121 South at Locust Grove
Road. on June 26
Letlee Anne Bartholomy.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
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North dealer
East- West vulnerable
NORTH
•6 5 3
•A K 8
• A4
•K 108 7 2
EAST
WEST
•A Q .1 107+42
or 10 7 5 2
•96 3
•Q 9 7 2
* J 63
Q64 3
5
SOUTH
• K 98
•9.1 4
• K 1085
AJ9
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
2 N'T
Pass
1
3NT
Opening lead — queen of spades
The most interesting hands to
play are those where there is a substantial danger of defeat and declarer, despite that, finds a way to
protect himself against every possible lie of the adverse cards.
Consider this simple example
where West leads the spade queen
against three notrump. Declarer's
only real problem is the location of
the queen of clubs. If he knew where
the missing lady was located, nine
tricks would become a certainty.

since a finesse in the right direction
would easily do the job
But. Lacking this information,
South nevertheless found • line of
play that insured the contract He
started on the right foot by ducking
the queen of spades This kept West
on lead and free to attack wherever
he wished, but powerless to inflict
mortal damage whatever he did next.
If West continued with the ace
and another spade. South would
counter by leading the kJ of clubs,
willing to lose a finesse to East. who
could do him no harm
If West elected instead to lead
the jack ofspades at trick two,South
would win and follow the same plan
lithe club finesse lost to East's queen,
East either wouldn't have•spade to
return because the suit was onginally divided 5-2. or he would return
a spade, in which case the spades
were divided 4-3 Either way,South
would be sure to score at least nine
tricks
Also, and with equal effectiveness,if West chose to shift to a heart
or a diamond at trick two, declarer
would win in dummy,lead the ten of
clubs and let it ride He wouldn't
care whether the finesse won or lost.
because if West had the queen he
would be helpless, while if East had
the queen the finesse could be repeated to assure the contract.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
I Utilize
4 Happiness
9 Ship's record
12 Encountered
13 Weird
14 Ms Lupino
15 Circle part
16 Wall Street
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I MIGHT AS WELL RELAX TILL
GET RESCUED FROM THIS
TREE. CATS ALWA416 GET
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AWAY, OF COURSE..
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18 King of
Judea
20 12 in
21 LANNI. ID
23 Field TV role
24 Joros and
Kofty
28 Above
ipt
30 Slate or
diversify
32 *- - hrst
you don1 •
34 Like (tuff
35 Ms Ono
36 More
111M418741611
39 Arke

expenses
40 Sleepingsickness ny
41 Knot
43 Concerning_
44 0-1 hnkup
45 PostpOn*

temporarily
- La
Douce'
50 Actress
Manna 51 SPriencal
body
54 Cry of
surprise
55 Less fancy
56 Actress
H494^
57 Acknowledge
a greeting
se imparts
59 Sleep stage
lobby 1
47

DOWN
*Pulp Fiction'
actress
2 Sun tan
3 Engrave win

loom

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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6-210 1995 United Feature Syrxlican
acid
4 Have
courage
(2 rods
5 Fleeembling
citrus fruit
6 Angered
7 illossorn"

chancier
Seism"
ernbot
9 Roman 54
10 Poem
11 - chamber
17 CounIry of
Europe
19 -genie
20 Morns elle
21 Penn an
22 Su.* turns
24 Jealous
Own ird I
25 Orall
26 Glacial Ado,
27 Struck
29 Scarce
31 Kin al mono
33 Tropical tut
37lesse al
burdan
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the Rev

-41111.1d

and Mn Robert Ferias.

lase 10
Mn Kathryn Kyle and deaths
et. Kathy, are visiting their
daughter and saw Saeadra Hea
ry and family at Cannock, Long
N Y
The Rev Juba Pinion is the
new pastor of Sinking Swing
Baptist Church
Forty years ago
Do Forrest Pope spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House
He was ustroduted by H C ('urn
The Rev Norman Culpepper,
pastor of Sugar ('reek Baptist
Church, is speaker at revival ler
tfiCeS at Kirksey Baptist ('hutch
Mrs R L Cooper presented a
C Jones gave
lesson and Mrs
a devotion at a meeting of South
Murray Homemakers Club held
at the home of Mrs Albert
Parker
Mr and Mrs Cleatus Dodd
and son and Miss Ann Shroat of
Detroit, Mich, are the guests of
Mr and Mrs Charlie Stuoat
Recent births reported at Muir
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs Tipton Miller, a boy to
Mr and Mrs Martin Bailey Jr ,
and a girl to Mr and Mrs Willie
Wade Joseph
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DEAR ABBY
DEAR Alili`f I in,, the vcitc
policeofficrvandlhopeccousii!
permit me to suggest thr
ti: 'mut' readers
Pleasedoo'tcallosioh..oiro
the middle of the night when %oti
think you hear a burglar or .irs.
,t,
having a domestic dispute
not call us when %our brothr-r vi
law's nephew gets a to ki.1 t,.•
exceeding the speed limit
And pleascic din t in s ult ou,
saving that our town is s.
that nothing could ismaibl% happri,
here Sty husband doc‘ri t ws-ar .6
bulletpn•if %est and cam a 1,•iii. fo•
kicks
l've heard parents in Ow ft....
yard ndicile my husband and other
police officers for issuing tic kr•t. tspeedars urn tin.' main thonitwtitar•
This is the same road when- thr-i•
elementary school children walk
home 11 God forbid, onv if the..
kids gets hit by a CS/. elle., is
would [re the first 14, ilanicLicri that
01)101 are good only for hangow,
at the lix-al doughnut shop'
Other than doctrini. I don't know
of any prufessuatels who encounter
more domestic. ‘iolefice gon.liot
wounds, bloodied biatie* front .1c.1
dents, infants who haNe •toppvd
breathing. drug-crazed
and attempted suicides Arid
ofricent are expected to clinic h4.ro4
'normal' after putting in right
hours
Sly children sii%, -God Hr.,.
Dadciy.- every nine the hear .4
siren
)11:II -ERN W I Fl•
PARK R118:1•'. N
DEAR WIFE: Your meadukige ix
well worth repeating. We
should all say. "God bless the
police officers who're answer
ing that call," whenever we
hear a siren. Thanks for writ•
int.
• ••

DEAR ABBY My handmonw new
boy-friend, who is quite bald, recent
ly •rnved at my door wearing kin
a toupee Ili.
unwelcome surprise
couldn't have been more plea•o-d
with it
Unfortunately, it is ttihhaturall%
thick and wiglike. and rm finding it
embarrassing to go out with him
now
tried telling him in a fnendly
way that I liked the was he looked
before, but he doesn't get it
We're still in the early stage* of
our romance, and I don't know him
well enough to tell him my true feel
ings about this
Abby. how would you handle this
touchy subject"
NEW LAI/NT/OEM)IN .1F.H.SEY
LADYFRIF:ND:
DEAR
Approach this touchy problem
by suggesting that he ask his
barber to thin it out a little so it
will look more natural. (It can
be done.) You would be doing
him a favor.
Write again and let me know
how he mewled. Good luck.
• • •

DEAR ABBY Now that the
camping season is in full swing. perhaps you can pass along this bit of
information to Dear Abby readers
who are also campers
While camping with my husband
last year, we were distressed to see
so many campers who are unaware
that when a light or lantern is on
inside a tont. thmr every move is silhouetted outaide of the tent These
campers unknowingly put on qtute
a show when undressing for bedtime
To maintain • Dense of modesty
before bedtime, we lay out our
g
ar:using
46?
nightclothes to change into, then
411 Thy
move the light ousel& of our tent
47 Secialled
while elmagiagtme ...
IN ARIZONA
4111 =War
49 Chia is Pus
=Alt IMISPULt Veer letter
was "Ord." There IS seamso Monne
IN afar.
dies rews owellsr the see —
the men es wdL
lanseilar
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DEATHS
Glom Sanwa Balla. $6. Calvert Cosy. thed Mosby. June 26.
1995. at 5)0 pa at Grand Rovers
Blalock -Colombo Funeral Hoene will be m charge of funeral and
banal arraageniests

Fred Earl Tucker
Fred Earl Tacker. 72. formerly of Kailtsey. died Monday. June 26.
1995. at his borne is Ana Arbor. Mich
Boss Aug IL 1922. be was the sots of the law Myrtle and Orate!
Tacker Also precediag him is death were two halt brothers. Byron
Tucker and Dakre Warren
Survivors 'oxhide his wife, Mrs Kathleen Tidwell Tacker. to whom
be was warned on Sept 18. 1942. too daughsers. Mary Ana Smith.
California. and Freda Kay Maracco. Mississoppi. one son. David Earl
Tucker. Pennsylvania. one twother. Freed Tacker. Murray; half sister.
Louise Hocks. Benton. font half brothers. Brown Tucker. Korksey. hiClay Tacker. Marshall County. Eerie Warren. Murray. and Cathie
Warren. eight grandchildren
A private ser.sce will be in Ann Arbor. Mich

Noxie A. Johnson
The funeral for NOSIe A. Johnson will be Wednesday at noon at St.
John•s Missionary Baptist Church where he was a member. The Rev.
Norris Mills *ill officiate. Burial null follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home from 6 to 8
p m tonight (Tuesday I. and after II a.m. Wednesday at the church.
Johnson. U. South Cherry Street. Murray. died Saturday. June
Mr

•

:4 199$. at 6 a m at his home
Survivors include his wife. Mrs Adel! Cowan Johnson; two daughtMrs Marione Anthony and husband. Joseph, Yellow Spnngs,
Otto°. arid Mrs Dorotha Stubblefield and husband, Rob, Toledo, Ohio;
one son. Perry Johnson and wife. Frances, Murray: three sisters. Mrs.
Novia Hood and husband. Orvin. and Mrs Lois Palmer and husband,
Henr). Harvey. III and Mrs Cora McGehee, Detroit. Mich.; a sisterin-law, Mrs Tess Crockeu, Chicago. Ill.: a brother-in-law, Leon
six
Conan and wife. Cora. Carson City. Nev.; seven vandchildren:
great-grandclukiren, several nieces. nephews and cousins.
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Stock Market Report
Dom Joss tat Avg..-.-- .12.11
D11 11 Previous Cline ..-._.455115
1/4
553/8.
Air Predawn
1/#
5231..
A T
1/s
Bell South ...._____--.--62'/1.
34
35.
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Sqsit*._.691.'4
crr Corp. Ky.•-.- 201:4.1/•
475 i 3 •Ii•
Cliry skr
27 1\C
Dean Foods

Prices as of 9 a.m.
141/4.
K Mart.
1/1
K 1.; Energy
2rt.

Kroger
LC& E
Mattel
McDonald,
Merck
J.C. Penney
Peoples Finite
114 Quaker Oats
.
•"• Ford Slotor.__----.
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.
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For more information, call or write

Jackson Purchase
11,r Agricultural credit Association
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-5602

RURAL COMMUNITY
INSURANCE SERVICES
PCAER
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CHRYSLER

EVERYONE WINS!
'95 EAGLE SUMMIT

Cpe., Green

e"'

specialties thn•uLiiiut
Western Kentucky and
Southern Illinois Plus,
several rep Ina! 'pub
participate in the
l'AvniveCAre Alliance
fuld out Kn.
Compret:ire can help

OF COMMITMENT

4•
•.
•
•

Chrysler Corporation was
founded by Walter P.
Chrysler 70 years ago, in
June of 1925. So,to celebrate, we are offering our
best deals of the year.
Plus, from today through
June 30, everyone who
buys or leases a new or
used car or truck will get to
choose one of 70 envelopes containing prizes
including:
'Free lube/oil & filter
coupons
'Free Mopar accessory
coupons
•Free T-shirts
'Mystery gifts
'Dien a $1000 U.S.
Savings Bond

4 DOOC

'95 EAGLE TALON

Orchid

White

'95 DODGE INTREPID ES Orchid
'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE Mot., Red
'95 DODGE CARAVAN

11,299
11,999
14,599
18,499
16,299
'18,999
'
20,299
45,999
,

Red

'95 DODGE STRATUS 4 Door, Blue
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Wlien sm.!' crop is destrosecl bs hail SO is your
crop income for the sear UNLESS you are one
of the smart modem farm managers who
depend on Crop-Hail Insurance
With Crop.Has! protection you hose peace-ot
mind Anunaal secunn and the necessars
dollatx to maintain .our farming operation
and plant again

IT'S A BIRTHDAY
PARTY...
AND YOU'RE
INVITED!

The Newest Member
the( wnpre(:tre Alkince
Wowm

Even if you hod a warning vou d be powerles,
to stop the cror destruction that often results
from these des ustuting storms

Mrs. Sadie Ghuon, 90. Benton. died Sunday, June 25. 1995, at
9:55 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Batton.
She was a member of Church Grove United Methodist Church. Preceding her in death were her husband, Willie Glint" one sister, and
one grandchild.
Survivors include one daughter. Mn. Mildred Cross. Hardin; two
sons. Paul Glisson, Hardin. and Mu Mason. Benton; four grandchildren. Ballads Bard, Tresa West and Jackie Glisson, all of Benton, and
Roger Crow Hardin; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Dean Emerson will officiate. Burial will follow in Dunn Cemetery.

Dillards
Kenn,. 's tint nunved
.ift* Tone:irk C.
health r•cnkiti neva ek
that Imp% emplosres.t
regoonal humnetick health%
And on the 14
Ciencret:are
nearly 200 Anion
representing 31 medical

VOL., inLor

Crop-Hat: Insurame AS The low cost cover
age is a business expense that assures you on
income-producing year even year

'95 CHRYSLER CIRRUS LX

C(nprct

Protect your crop investment ar.d
with Crop-Hai: Insurance

Mrs. Sadie Glisson

'95 DODGE NEON
:(

1\

LAlead A. Elko& 91. Ellis Drive. Moony. diod Moss*. Jam 36.
1995. at 9 a.m. at Hem Como Medical C.misor. Pads. Tom
A member of Alao Climb of aria. be sus a ratised ameelima at
North Calloway Elernemeary School.
Precodisi him m deeds nose his first wife. Mn. Shdhe May
:*tee
Bah,
Shekel' Elkins. on July 21. 1964; a suplarailwer.
mom, Baulk Stalls, Odell Wks: and Mule Lyon; five brakes.
Mark. Melva.. Ashley. Ora Leo. and Robert Lae Mau.
Born Nov. 2, 1903. in Swims County. Taw, he wan die sea of the
late James McCoy Mos and Della Wynn Elkins.
Survivors include his wife. Mn. Basics Taylor Mae, and one
brother. W.C. Elkin and wife. Paelime.. Paris. Tens
The funeral will be wavy at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Murray Memorial Gardens. R.B. Banos will officiate.
Friends may call at Blalock-Cam Funeral Home from noon to
1 . 30 p.m. today prior to the funeral service.

Our Best Investment Is You.
II

k
!---- Hail Storms
Strike Without
Warning

Leland A. Elkins

Glenn Barnett Brewer

Driftwood

'95 RAM E500 Diesel, Silver

num FUEL WITH EVERY NEW
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$20,999

VEHICLE
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In Western, Ky.
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Prices Good Thru 6-30-95
OAPS

COMPfeCare
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CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

753-6448

125 Medx.a; Center Drive • PaducaekY42002 • 502-441-4198
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